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PRICE 4 CENTS

T h e First Dutj>’ O f A n y
R ifle Is T o S h o ot Straight
3* The thing* that distinguish Rem ington-UM C Big Game Rifle*
from all other* of their class are certain fundamental refinement*
invented and used exclusively by the Remington Arms-Umoa
Metallic Cartridge Company.
H i g h P o w e r S l i d e A c t i o n ' R e p e a t e r s with the famous R em in g to n -U M C
Action feature: S ix shot; H anm erlcw ; 2 2 inch
O rd n an ce Steel Barrel, patented qu:. k-adjustable Straight Bar R ear
Sight and new design C op p er B ead Front Sight. Chambered for .25
R em ington. 3 0 R em ington. .3 2 Rem ington and .3 5 Remington
Cartridge#.
A u t o l o a d i n g R i f l e a — F ive «hoU at on e loading—you simply preaa
the trigger for ea ch shot.
A utom atically ejecta empties and loads ,
the fresh shell.
M a d e with the fam ous R em ington-U M C Solid
Breech; Ham m erless; Positive Safety D evice; Cham bered for .25
R em iugton, .3 0 R em ington. .3 2 Rem infton and .3 5 Rem ington
cartridge#— and the n ew .2 2 calibre Remington-L M C A u toloa d 
ing R ifle, (hooting the .2 2 R em ington Autoloading Cartridge.

Slid*

L o o k for the dealer w h o displays the R td Ball M ark o f Remington.
U M C . H e hat thoae R em in gton -U M C Rifles in stock now .
or can get them for you.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
right, use R em O il, the new
pow der solvent, rust
1preventative, and gun
lubricant.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it,

<2:

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 Broadway. New York City

R AN G ELEY LAKES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

PLEASAN T ISLAN D C A M P S

H O TB L B L A N C H A R D

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In] the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and Npvember.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTIiAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRA TTO N M AINE.
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pheasant Island,
- Maine
STRATTON MAINE

BLANCHARD OUT
CHICK FOR
FOR CONGRESS
STATE SENATOR

Franklin County is to have a
Art' ur J. Chick o f Monmouth,
strong candidate in the primaries |yielding to the requests of many
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. next June for nomination to Congress friends, announces that l.e will be a
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords in Hon. C. N. .Blanchard of Wilton. candidate for the Republican nomin
the.'best of fiy-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
Mr. Blanchard is well known to the al icn f r senator Horn
Kennebec
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

Middledam, Maine

Mountain View, Maine

F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d re s s

Maine.I

1—Ml w
ilfflniflfl

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

TIM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

E d . G r a n t’s K e n n e b a go C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. • Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write

ED. GRANT (El SON CO.,

s P. O. Address, Grant’s Me.

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N TA IN CAM PS

M?iSS“ tal“

BaJd'Mountain Camps are situated at the fo o t of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm enu itlc Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—T elephone conn ections—T w o mails daily—Write for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine

SPEND YOUR

SUMMER VACATION
'IN TH E RANC.ELEY L A K E O R D E A D RIVER REGION IN

MAINE

voters of the Second District. He
was educated in the public schools
fitted for college at Anson Academy
and graduated frcjji Bates in 1895.
He read law with Hon. J. C. Hol
man of Farmington and was admit
ted to the bar in 1896, locating in
Wilton.
In his letter to the voters,of the
Second District he in part says: “ In
making this announcement I wash to
state to the voters of the district
that, if nominated, I shall stand upon
the party platform adopted at the
Republican convention to be
held
next year.
I trust that the plat
form wua embody the progres
sive sentiment of the Republi
can party, and that protect ion
to the American wage earner, and,
not only protection to the wage earn
er, but protection to American life
and property will receive recognition
til that platform.”

This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
motoring.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Surely Not.
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this
“Wikki-Wikki-Pau-Aloba” is the ra
tional motto of Hawaii, a sentiment
Country. Address
F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

Mr. C'hick is a native of Madrid,
and many friends in Franklin county
wish for him a successful candidacy.

FIELD DAY
HELD TODAY
Teams and Autos Congregate at
Park Early.

Mountain View House |
L. E. B 0 W LEY ,
Mountain View,

bec Journal.

to which none but the most particular
can possibly take exceptions.—Ex
change.

county, at the primary election in
1916.
A large number of Republican vot
ers believing that one, at least of
Kennebec’s three senators should
come from the southern or western
part of the county have urged Mr.
Chick to seek the nomination.
Mr. Chick was an influential and
popular member of the 76th Legisla
ture, representing the class towns
Winthmp, Litchfield and Monmouth.
He was chairman cm the part of
the House of tli>e committee on Li
brary and am effective worker in the
committee on education.
M,r. Chick is chairman of the Re
publican town committee of Mon
mouth and a valued member of the
county committee.
For 14 years
he hap been principal of Monmouth,
Academy and lias been
eminently
successful in managing its affairs.
He was born and reared on a farm
and operates the large farm on which
he now resides.
Mr. Chick illas al
ways been a Republican and lias bee
an active and energetic worker in
all matters affecting the public wel
fare
His friends are confident he
will be a strong candidate.—Kenne

The Grange Field Day opened this
(Thursday) morning at Toothaker
Park with about 75 in attendance.
The meeting was opened with con
gregational singing Led by
Frank
Worth ley of Stron g.
State Master Stetson was the first
speaker, amd(hie gave a very interest
ing description cf the way business
is done in the west or in the Great
Inland Empire, the name which the
citizens of Oregon, Washington and
California have given to their coun
try.
His theme was loyalty.
Loyalty to
the* state, to the particular section in
which you live, and loyalty to the
Grange.
He is a firm believer in
bl.e State of Maine and in its indus
trial and agricultural superiority over
any other State of the Union where
he has been.
In a trip to the National Grange
meeting with his wife held in the
State of Washington three
years
ago, he became convinced that the
conditions in Maine compare favor
ably with these of that section, but
their greater enthusiasm has carried
them further on the road to success.
They put in their time, money and
energy advertising their home.
It
must be admitted that they can raise
beautiful fruit, but even after it is
raised they are thousand miles from
the big markets as most of their
preduce is Shipped East and very
little west, to the foreign markets.
If we should put in the same amount
of time and energy, we would have
them beaten for we can raise fruit
of a better quality and our best
(Continued on page 8.)

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
on
RANGELEY

LAKE

Boats leave Rangeley for South
Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
A. M., where close connection is
made with Maine Central Rail
road trains for Portland, Boston
and New York. Boats making
close connection at South Rangeley with trains from New York,
Boston and Portland, arrive at
Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and
6.40 P. M.
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they have a motor boat and canoe®.
passing vacation days at this hotel
W ill Lufkin is their guide. Yesterday
and greatly delighted with the Ranin company with Mrs. LeBoutiLlier
geley country which he has never
and party they went up to Camp
visited before.
Pious with five canoes and had lunch
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Breed
and
out of doors.
maid of Cleveland, Ohio, and friend,
Camp Ideal is taken for another
Dr. H. A. King of Alainter, Ohio, who Guests Celebrate Birthday— Other
season by Airs. Robert LeBoutillier
are touring New England by auto
Notes from Pleasant Island
of Wayne, Penn, whose son, Charles
mobile were so much pleased with
LeBoutillier, a student at
Abbott
log cabin life here on the lake shore
(Special Correspondence.)
school in Farmington is with her,
they spent ten days, going home via
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic, also Miss Alary E. Green of the
the White Mountains.
Ale.,
August 14.—The heavy
rains ad
Pleasant Islaaid C a m p s ...............
Mr. and Mrs. Chester H. Howe,
Allen G. Howe and Mi&s Alary Wells have made a great change in the
cf Chestnut Hill, Mass., go home to looks o f the lake shores, for the same city, and Aliss Ethel P. Wood®
day after a delightful stay of two water is now up to nearly high water of West Newton, Alass., is n w their
Charles has a
handsome
weeks, (hoping to return again an mark, and the trees and vegetation guest.
along the bunks look more like the motor boat “ Panhurst” with which
other season.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Chalfont, Miss first of June, it is so green and they make excursions in all direct
ions.
Elizabeth Chalfont and Mr I. Hance beautiful.
Geo. H. Garrison cf Portland came
‘ ‘Watching the garden grow”
is
were a New York party,
touring
Maine in their car, who
tarried up to spend the week end with his great aanmusement for some of the
son, Geo. H. Jr., who is here for city people, who have never had their
here this week.
This hotel is greatly favored this the summer.
vegetables grow while they wait, and
H.
B. Powell, a well-known Philait is said there is not another gar
summer in having a very fine orc.hes
tra.
Miss Cecil Brown of Lynn is delphia lawyer, who since 1900 has. den in this part of the state
tlia t
violinist, Miss Marian E. McCormack been an annual comer to Pleasant Is equals Prop. Tcothaker’s and
the
of Boston cellist, who is a cousin land, with his wife, two sons, Jer table is well supplied with plenty of
of John McCormack the great singer, kins, H. B. Jr., and daughter, Ethel fresh vegetables.
and herself is a well-known and and maid came in July and the fam
Air. and Airs. AI. E. Tucker o f
beautiful singer.
Miss
Katherine ily are again at home for the season Boston are here for their
annual
Air. Powell has a vacation and ‘ ‘never had a bettor
Singer of Lynn, Mass., is the pian in Sunset Camp.
ist, and a musician of note, being fine motor beat and they spend much time in all the years we have been
the organist of one of the largest time on the water.
coming to Pleasant Island,” they w en
AI Denzer cf New York greatly en telling friends this morning. To-day
churches in her city, and the concert
given every evening have not been joyed his stay of six weeks and with they are entertaining a
party
of
Pete Lufkin to take him where the friends from Rangeley Tavern.
excelled in this region.
Miss Susan Hall Nugent of Rox- fish were hiding made a number of
Dr. R. H. Breed and friend, R . F .
bury, Mass., and friend, Miss Francis good catches.
Bogle of Wappjnger Falls, N. Y .f
Air. and Mrs. Norman C. Walker of are among the new comers who are
McGunnis of New York spent vacat
Orange,
N. J., spent a
delightful very enthusiastic over life in the
ion days most pleasantly at
this
month in Lone Pine Camp and their Maine wilderness and with George
hotel.
Camp Wellsimere is this season many friends were greatly pleased to Robertson guide, will have a good
taken by the daughter of Air. and have Air. Walker return heme in goo idea of this region before they re
Mrs. Wm. A. Warnoek of Jamaica, health after a winter of severe ill turn.
‘‘Alaine air and life cut cf
N. Y., who as usual are here for the ness.
F. H. Bust of W est Lynn, Mass.,
season, and the first of August doors is better than all the New and friend, AI. Carter find this a
(great place for canoeing and paddle
were joined by their daughter, Airs York doctors, vas the \erdiet.
Everyone who ccrnes to the Island for miles over the water.
George C. Gibbs and son, William
Warnoek Gibbs of Jacksonville, Fla., speaks of the flowers that are blos
The new central telephone booth
and Miss Harriet Elizabeth Richards somed in great perfusion and whose for long distance calls, is often used
brilliant color adds to the Pretty Pic- !by those who want to talk with Bo^.
of Hempstead, N. Y.
Airs. D. G. Stoughton and daughter ture that this place presents frem th ton and friends in other cities.
Alisa Amanda L. and son, Dwight H. lake.
Air. and Mrs. R. J. Plumb of TerWalter S. Powell, a New
York ryville, Conn., are here for .several
Stoughton cf Hartford, Conn., have
come to enjoy their first season at gentleman, after making a trip weeks.
They reported seeing tw o
through t£e Rangeleys, decided
to deer feeding cn the-shore of Cupsup
Haines Landing.
Air. Stoughto-n is
fine tenor singer, whose songs in the locate his family in one of the new tic stream when they came
from
camps on the main land. Mrs. Pow-1 fishiBg Iafit evening.
evening concerts all enjoy.
A host of friends welcomed
Air ell’s sister, Airs. H. V. Fisher and
Aliss Elva C. Rheinfrank of Brook
them, lyn, N. Y., a relative of Mrs. H. W
and Airs. C. E. Burgess, Aliss Bur two daughters accompanied
gess, Miss Elizabeth and C. E. Bur coming as far as Haines Landing ta|Hallan cf Ne„ York. who is [or ^
gess, Jr., cf Alontclair, N. J., on their touring car.
The party expres snmmer at House-in the-wocd. cam e
d some tIme OD the
their return for
another summer. themselves as greatly pleased with t)lls we€k to
Russell Ayres of the same city is this, their first visit to the Range-1
and will remain for several | mi
,
„ . , ,
„ „
with them and there is not a happier leys
J
The tennis court is in excellent
\rp plr Cf,
family, in Alain e.
shape and “ I don’t think there Is a.
Aliss%Eiiizabeth A. Reese and Aliss;,
..
^
„
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rapelje of
Ibetter
court in Alaine,”
was
what
Brooklyn, N. Y., have taken rooms Mary G. Wells Hof iSouth Crange, N. one o f the city players of some ciisJ.. who came in June are finding tfre tlnct|co saW.
here for the remainder of August.
The lovers of Hie
One of the camps in the circle is days far too short, for the “ simpl game are having lively sport
with
taken another season by Mr.
and life in the Maine wilderness.” Pete tlie ball and racket.
Mrs. Fred D. Stewart, Aliss Margaret Lufkin is their guide and they have
The day Air. and Airs. Norman CL
Smith and Master Wm. Alex Smith a motor boat and canoes. Aliss Reese W alker went home, in the
earlyis an expert with the fly rod and
o* Nyack, N. Y.
morning they went up stream
to
Mr. and Mrs. H . L . Terry and two daily brings back to camp all the cast the fly for an hour, and came
daughters cf Plainfield, N. J., are trout and salmon they want for the back with a string of trout anyone
The two sou till erners, who
glad to return for August in one of table.
would be proud of. These they pack
havee a most home-like camp on the
the camps.
ed in moss and wrapped in birch
The following party while touring main land, yesterday with their boat bark and took home to Orange, N.
the Rangeleys are spending t’"e week loaded with a week’s supplies, start
J., and the next evening gave a trout
end here:
Air. and Mrs. Arthur J. ed for a camping trip up to “ Tum
dinner to a few friends.
Smith, Paul and Earle Smith of New ble Ian,” on Cupsuptic stream. They
Ch Wednesday it was the birthday
town, Conn., Mr. and Airs. Harry were back here in time for breakfast
of Mrs. <?. A. Washburn of Newtonfor tilie screams of the owls, and the
Gates of Stratford, Conn.
ville, Alass., and of Miss E. A. Reeao
Dr. F. C. Hayden of Portland ar attacks frem the big army of *‘noof South Orange, N. J., two popularsee-enis,” they made a quick retreat.
rived Tuesday to enjey a month.
guests, and they celebrated the o c 
Airs. H. L. Welch, who is in a hos
After a pleasant stay of two weeks
casion by an cut-door feast up Cuppital in Portland is gaining fast and Airs. E. A. Strong, her brother, Walt
suiptic stream.
her friends wiW be glad to know er L. Schacht of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Aliss Helen Watson and friend o f
she is expected home in a few days. and friend, W. F. Batch el ler of Phila
Boston came Wednesday
for
&
Air. Welch has just completed a new delphia returned home AIcnday, plan
month’s stay and are delighted with
gerage cn hdis land in front of the ning to come another season.
this, their first experience of camp
store.
Mrs. David R. Oraig and her party
life in Maine.
Mrs. F. H. Briggs, after a week in of seven from Wellesley, Alass., have
Auburn has returned to Camp Frye.
for the past month been having a
Every Issue of M aine Woods C a r 
The flags are flying from all of happy time in the bungalow. James
P in e
the private camps on the lake shore W Craig went home with their tour ries a Fresh W h iff o f the
and it is said there was never such ing car and with David R Craig. T n e® State w ith it. W h y Not Suba large number of city people on the Jr., has returned
Mies E. B. Cum- 8cr*be and Ge* a Steady Breeze A D
shores cf Mooselookmeguntic as at mings of New York City was their th e Y e a r .
the present time.
guest for ten days, and Aliss Barbara
A’l that is needed to keep the Campbell of Ipswich, Ala.ss., is now
crowd in this regfon until after La visiting them.
The young folks are
bor Day is good weather.
having the time of their lives,
as
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoea
and light, boats, $48.00. Largest Ptock
in Maine. Catalogue free. P A L M E R
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, M e .

FLEE BEFORE
UNSEEN ENEMY

the row boats.
Garret A. Hobart
has private wharf where the ‘ ‘Chore
Boy” and his other boats stop.
One afternoon recently there was
a crowd on the veranda when they
noticed Jim O’Brion, one of the
Excellent Music Enjoyed at This guides, as he pulled a boat to the
wharf, and a ten-years-old lad, Maste
Hotel This Season
William Hendrickson of Ridgewood,
N. J., came up the walk carrying the
(Special Correspondence.)
largest
salmon taken from MooselookAIooselookmegun tic House, Haines
Landing, August 14.—Tlhe past ten meguntic lake thin year, 8Vz pounds.
days have been busy ones, for night The modest little fisherman was soon
the
after night when the automobile part the center of attraction and
ies would come, they would take the questions, ‘‘Where did you get him?”
last room, and in the morning away “ What did you use for bait?” “ How
they would go, same to take the trip long did it take you to land him?”
through to Quebec via Jackman, and the like, were smilingly answer
while others would go around the ed as the silver beauty was weigh
Young Hendrickson took his
lakes via Rumford to Bethel or ed.
through the Dixville Notch and the trophy to H. L. Welch to mount, and
no doubt it will be a pleasing re
White Mountains.
minder
of the summer of 1915 spent
It has rained so much everyone
The next day
takes it for granted rain it will, but at Haines Landing.
all were most happy to have the two the 5-pound salmon he caught looked
days of sunshine this week,
‘‘real small by the side of the big fel
old-fashioned Rangeley weather, such low.
Messrs. E. L . Rankin and F. R.
as we used to have,” was what the
Chapman of Boston, wTith Tom Canaold timers remarked.
There is always something going on dian guide, have brought in a numat Haines Landing.
When
night ber of 3-pound trout and salmon this
comes often more than 20 motor week.
boats are anchored near tlhe wharf,
The fly fishermen who go up thie
and a new float has been built for streams come back well pleased with
the small trout they catch.
The benefit dance given at Furbish
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER hall for the Mooselookmeguntic ljall
team was largely attended.
The
HIS is a very in _________________
teresting and in
music was excellent, all had a good
T
H
E
structive book on mak
time and the boys added a
few
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
dollars to their purse to
purchase
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams
needed supplies.
When the weather
one can trip on with a
will
allow
they
axe
all ready to take
cabin boat, how to
more honors.
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bradford
cost of a two month’s
and son and Dr. A. O. Shaw
of
trip. It gives descrip
J^ifmortdSSpears
Portland had a most enjoyable stay
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction, of ten days at this hotel, returning
when to float, when and where to land and home Monday.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Holmes cf
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations Philadelphia, who come for their firs
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows;
season are delighted with, the place.
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Chas. J. Manning of Worcester,
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of Mass., who came in May for a fish
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline ing trip, liked log cabin life so much
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and he. has returned, accompanied
by
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast Mrs. Manning and their two daugh
and Some Rope Hints, Landings, Troubles. Care ters, Miss Elsie and Miss
Marjorie,
of the Boat. Ways o f Making Money. On Making
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and who have one of the cabins, to re
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin main until September and no doubt
Boat Coon Hunt.
will be among the
annual comers
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S 1.00.
after this.
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
Dr. Henry A. Callahan of Boston is

NEW JERSEY LAD
JUSTLY PROUD

T
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A REAL BARGAIN
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre5 serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

|

$3,000

| spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS,

M AINE
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

PALMER ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

Young
w om en
going
t®
B o s to n to w o r k
or * t u # y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to Boston fo r
p le a s u re o r on a shopping
t r i p w i t h o u t m a le esco rt w ill
fin d th e

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
edition.)

Franklin Square
House

M a in e W oo ds (outing

Name
Address................
State

ti i

"

a d e lig h t f u l p la c e to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e h e a rt o f
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
530 ro o m s , eafe , com *
f o r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t of acceee,
p rlc e e re a s o n a b le .
Fo r p a rt lc u la r s and p rlc e e addrees

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E . Newton S t., Boston, Mass.

TAXIDERMISTS
« . W . P K K K l.,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting; Goode. Fishing Tack)*..
Indian Yoct aeine. Basket? and Souvenirs.
RAxNGfcLEY,
.
.
M A IN ]

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world, ov»r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue fre e.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
M onm outh.

-

-

.

M a in *

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M AINE , AU G U S T

19, 1915.

true;
But the fond good bye they give to
you then,
Is not for tlie world—Its for you.
N. O. T. Kipling.

Why Pay Extra for

Dried-Up Tobacco?
That’s what you do when y ou buy chopped-up tobacco
in tins, bags or foil. I?eal tobacco flavor depends upon the
leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by
pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it in by
covering it with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural fla
vor and strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will burn and smoke sm ooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form .
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
judge for yourself.

3 O unces

MOVIES STAGED
ON THE STREAM
Landlord Bowley has a Birthday
Other Notes from Mt. View
(Special

Correspondence.)

Mountain View House, Rangeley
Lake, August 12.— “ Sorry, "but every
room is taken and all our cots are
set up, we may have an extra room
to-morrow, and there will be plenty
of them the first of September,” is
the greeting all comers have receiv
ed this week, and who Is not glad
that the Rangeleys lakes "have packed
hotels and camps?
Wednesday evening a large bouquet
of American beauty roses in the big
parlor were a pleasant reminder that
Landlord Bowley had reached
his
62nd birthday, and congratulations
were in order, and we trust long
after the perfume of the roses
is
gone the many good wishes will be
kept in memory to cheer and bless
the kind, generous heart of Mr. Bowley whose friends are legions.
The big camp is again taken by a
party of well-known
Philadelphia
people, who after an absemoe of five
years during which time they have
been in Europe are welcomed back
to Mountain View, Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. McLaughlin, their sons, W. J. Jr.,

SANDY RIVER t RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
T IH E T A B L E

In Effect June 21, 1915
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M.
and 4:20 P. M. For King-field and Bigelow at 4:20
P. M- Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and
Kingfield at 7:55 A . M.. and from Rangeley and
Bigelow at 1-55 P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A. M., and leaves at
11:00 A. M.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farmington at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and for
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive
from Farmington at 12:80 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at
725 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M .,
trom Kingfield at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington
at 11:55 A. M
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm 
ington at 7:05 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rrive from
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A. M.,
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed
train leaves for Farmington at 7:30 A. M.. and
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farmngton at 11:30 A. M., and arrives from Farmington at 6:43 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A. M.
and,arrives at 3:45 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves f o f Bige
low at 9:00 A. M, and 5:45 P. M., for Farmington
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A. M., and
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A. M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm
ington at 10:45 A. M.. and arrives from Farmington at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
Kingfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves fo r Kingfield
at 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips fo r Farmington at 9t00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at
-1.2S A. M.. arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F- N. BEAL, General Manager

Slice it a s

and Marcellus and daughter,
Miss
Jane B. McLaughlin and Miss M.
Bell.
The party came by train and
several days later their
chauffeur
came with their touring car.
R. Stewart Rowlett of Brookline,
Mass., came this week and will later
be joined by Ms parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Chus. H. McKenzie
of Phillips were here for a short
slay recently.
Everyone was glad to see
the
“ dear good Shaker Sisters,” Lizzie
M. Noyes and Prudence A. Stickney
of Sabbath Day Lake, who this week
came on their annual trip bringing
as usual dainty and beautiful articles
made by the Shakers that always
find a ready sale.
Miss Blanch G. MeDuff and Miss
Lillian M. Stuart of Newton, Mass.,
after a most delightful stay of two
weeks, returned home this
week,
greatly pleaded with their first visit
to the Rangeleys and hope to return
another season for a longer stay.
The “ Mountain View Poet,” while
musing on the piazza during a re
cent shower wrote the following:
Poem— Mountain View
When the summer days come and you
go for a rest,
Ycu seek for a place you can stay;
And you come at last to an ideal
spot,
Where the people are happy and gay
Don’t worry and fret as you look
around,
And say there is nothing to do;
When you knock the place you are
knocking yourself,
It is not the place—It is you.
Don’t sit on the porch pretending to
read,
With mischief and hate in your eye,
And criticise harshly each
happy
guest
When they chance to go wandering
by.
Don’t try to belittle the good that is.
done,
And keep all the house in a ©tew;
When you knock, the guests, you are
knocking yourself,
It is not the guests:—It is you.
When the day is done and you seek
your rest,
With the burden of all that is wrong,
Just look in the friendly mirror there
With a gaze both careful and long.
Perhaps in that hour, there will come
to you then
A change both refreshing and new;
When the glass reflects
ailil
the
faults you dislike,
For the face in the mirror is you.
Then perhaps Avhen you start on the
homeward trip,
At the close of a summer^day,
Friends will say good bye as they
clasp your hand
Because you are going away.
Down deep in their heart some re
membrance sweet
May have made all the world seem

part of the time, but did not dampen
the enthusiasm of those who took
part or those who looked on, and
everyone in this part of the land
will be sure to go to the movies
when in the city this winter to see,
“ Her Great Match.”
The remaind
er of the story, “ The Log Mill,” was
acted at Rumfiord Falls. Wlhjle here
at Mt. View the party were greatly
taken with the place and the beauti
ful country which was to them a
wonderful picture in Nature that the
movies can not improve upon.

The Gordon Trio furnish most ex
cellent music and their afternoon and
evening concerts are much enjoyed
and appreciated.
Mrs. S. P. Howland and daughter,
Mrs. A. McDruey of Boston,
have
joined their friend, Mrs. E. P. Thay
er for a stay of several weeks and
like all new comers, are charmed
with the place.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Frank
Bugbee
and Miss M. H. Johnson of Willmautic, Conn., are also new comers.
Coming by auto Mr. and Mrs. H.
F. Merrill, Miss Ruth Merrill and IVJr. j
and Mrs. W. L. Blake of Portland i What It Means and how This
tarried here part of the week.
Expert Fits It to the Trap Star
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walker of
Hartford, Conn., have been joined
The chances that a shooter has of
by their friends, Mr. and Mrs. W.
T. Howe and Mrs. Daniel R. Howe of picking from stock a gun that is
to
him
the same city and Mr. and Mrs. M. ideally—perfectly—suited
T. Hazen of Boston and the party are about two in a hundred—certain
This does
are greatly enjoying the August days ly not more than five.
not mean that you cannot go into
at Mt. View.
Rev. and Mrs, Sylvester M. Paul almost any gun store and ’ select a
son of Philadelphia are among the gun that will enable you to give a
happy company who are spending va fair account of yourself at the traps
cation days here.
Rev. Mr. Paulson or in the field, for you can, because
13 paster of St. Michaels’ Lutheran of the studied efforts of gunmakers
to strike averages of fit.
Indeed,
church of Germantown, Penn.
The last night Pullman of
the this is one of the wonders of the art
week-end brought Mr. and Mrs. J. of gunmaking.

THE CUSTOM

FIT GUN

But to attain the ideal of perfec
W. Green, Mr. Newell, W. N. and
Miss A. Loring of Hartford, Conn.. tion, the trapshooting gun should fit
F. Daraierth of South Manchester, the ©hooter's shoulder, arms, hands,
Conn., who were met here by auto fingers, eyes, cheek; in fact, it shou'd
mobile and after breakfast made a fit him from head to foot and with,in
quick run to Eustis and from there small fractions of an inch, for every
they went to Round Mountain Lake part of a man’s body has a bearing
on Ms skill at the traps. Other es
for. a stay of several weeks.
For over Sunday, the following ant sentials of the perfect gun are prop
party were here:
Mr. and Mrs. E. er weight, balance and trigger pull.
H. Bingham, Herbert Randall cf Ha.rt
With so many exacting conditions
ford, Conn., and W. M. Davis
of to be met, it would seem that the
fitting of a gun to a shooter was
Boston.
A
A. M. Hazen cf Middletown, Conn., one of considerable difficulty.
mechanical genius has simplified the
has joined his son.
E. Edgar Sutphen and daughter, operation by inventing the try-gun.
fcVIiss Anne J. Sutphen and
friend, He has worked out a system of ap
Miss J. E. Larter of Newark, N. J., plying set screws and lock nuts to
who came to their touring car will j an ordinary gunstock, thereby mak
remain for two weeks before going ing possible any combination of stoolq,
to Poland Springs.
Mr.
Sutphen, drop of heel or comb, angle of pitch,
after an absence of two seasons c&st-off, cast-in, etc.
When fitting a gun to a shooter,
found old acquaintances glad to see
the expert sizes up the candidate
him back to Mountain View.
Mrs. L. B. Dickerson, Miss E. H. in a general way, then hands over
Prentice and Miss Syhia Bolles
of the try-gun to be thrown to the
Hartford, Conn., have joined friends shoulder without any adjustments
having been made.
A critical exfer the remain ler of August.
Geo. S. Dunham of Brockton, Mass, amnatiion will show, for instance,
is one of the old timers
heartily that the stock is too short, the drop
is too great and that the cast-off is
greeted on his arrival this week.
These faults are dis
Miss M. W. Alcorn and Mr. and insufficient.
Mrs. L. M. Hemz of Philadelphia are covered by the expert standing back
pleasantly located here until Sep of the shooter, in frent of him and
tember.
by having the shooter rest the gun
E. A. Pearce of Hackensack, N, in the hollow of his arm and reach
J., who has been an annual guest fer the trigger with his first finger.
for over 20 years arrived this week.
Tlie set screws are adjusted to
Mrs. Pearce will, on her return from compensate for these faults and lock
California join her husband the first ed in place to permit the shooter to
try firing at a few targets.
If the
of September.
W. Roger Frcnefield of
Moylan, gun fits naturally and goes back to
Penn., came this week to spend a the same position every time the
few days with his family, who are shooter throws it to his shoulder, and
in camp at Dodge Pond.
a fair number of broken
targets
Now and then someone who loves result, it is safe to assume that the
to angle for the trout and salmon, fitting has been a success, while if
or to cast the fly at Quimby Pond the gun does not handle easily and
comes in with a good mess o f fish but a few or no targets are hit, the
adjusting process is continued. When
for themselves and friends.
The event of the week in which it is decided that a good fit has been
everyone has been greatly interest secured, measurements of the
ad
ed was the making of a part of a justed stock are made on a card
wonderful moving picture,
Clyde designed for the purpose and it is
Fitch’s story, “ Her Great Match,” sent to tlie gunmaker to guide him
with Gail Kane the ‘‘Queen of the in fasilitoning a stock.
Movies” as the star.
James John
Fortunately for the man who atread
son, one of the directors for the owns a gun that does not fit, a
Solax Blache Company of Fort Lee, new stock can be made according to
N. J., after going all through
the the fitter's specifications, or,
in
Adlrcmdaeks and other parts of the many cases, the old stock can be al
country looking for the' right scenery tered.
It frequently happens that
for this play was here two weeks but a single detail needs to
be
ago and on Kennebago stream found changed to make a gun fit to per
just the spot wanted.
Then it re- fection, but that little change in the
quireed much work to complete the gunstock may make a big Change in
picture story. . Moire than 50 trees tlie shooter’s average.
Therefore,
were purchased and cut for the logs the importance of having the gun
and other important
arrangements fitted to you rather than trying to
completed and on Monday night Mr. fit yourself to the gun.
Johnson, accompanied by a company
Only recently a man who liacl tried
of actors, including Gail Kane and trapshooting with indifferent success
her maid and the
moving picture —about 12 to 18 out cf 50— went to
paotograpliers came.
On Tuesday a club and had a try-gun fitted to
everybody was ready to go up Ken him.
He immediately proceeded to
nebago stream and watch the wond smash targets like an expert.
Title
erful real acting, when down came beginner broke 22 cut of 25 clay
the logs and Miss Kane in the dan os pigeons wiheu his gun fitted
him,
was carried along with them over and that is a performance not to be
the rapids and surely was a heroine, sneered at.
Many men have been
as the cainoe was smashed a,nd the shooting fer years and are satisfied
rescue made. The crowd watching when they get a score of 20 out cf
got almost as wet as those taking 25.
Of course, luck was a factor in
part, for the rain fell in. torrents the smashing of the man who was

using the try-gun, but, on the other
hand, his showing proved that he
was better able to judge tlie course
and the speed of the “ flying birds”
when his shooting iron was made to
Ms measure.—Springfield Republican.
No Doubt About It.

If you know what a man likes
talk about you can get in a half hour
with him any time, no matter how
busy he thinks he is.—Laporte Heraid.
Bacteria in the Home.

The average house, where the rooms
are only fairly ventilated, and the
housekeeper is indifferent, may have
from 10,000 to 15,000 bacteria to the
cubic foot.

lluhricates properly the sensitive mechanism.
/W ith perfect action tlie reel never fails at a «
itical rhoment. “ 3 in One ” wont gum , dry B
out, contains iu acid. ” 3 in One ” prevents >
rust on every part, add
in g years to the life, and
brightness to the beauty ,
o f even the finest. G ood ’
for the rod too— preserves
the w ood, prom oting plia
bility—protects the metal.
G ood for fisher also— the
d e l i c a t e , pleasant odor |
keeps o ff mosquitos.
T ry it. A ll dealers. Trial bottle sent free.
W rite to

THREEINCNEOILCO.
124 New St.

N c v V w . t_ity

C A N A D IA N W IL D S
| -L Hudson Bay ComIpany; Northern Indians
land their Modes of
IIhinting. Trapping, etc
IProvisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to

w*

- ^ 8 Avo^ ’ etc-’ etc- T^e

(Mart’n Hunter)
S ^ w a s with the Hudson
1!ay Company for about
40 years— from 1863 to
M I M 1903 and the information is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages*
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode.of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness. A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike. The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adventure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents

C A M P A N D TR A IL M E T H O D S
HIS is one of the
mo s t practical
T
books on woodcraft
ever written, contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows wrhat is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
SCIENCE, OF
PUSHING

HE most practi
cal book on fish
T
1 ing ever published.

T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and PIOW. W HEN
S____ A.—.
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the KIND of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling, the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents

Send all orders to

MAINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E

^nooialI flffsu
theEdition
ab?ve
Ojjtrusu
Ul l Ul ’Any
booksone
and of
Outing
cf MAINE WOODS one year, $1.23

M A IN E

i

4

M A IN E W O O D S
ISSU ED W EEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. 3RACKETT,
Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
pages .............................................. $1.00 per y-ear

LOCAL E D IT IO N
18 and 16 p a g e s ................................. $.1.50 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 30 cents extra. Foreign subscription
5 cents extra.
itwtei'ed as second class matter. January 21.
IS09. at tiie postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
Ta«i Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
o s and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ojaily.
Maine V oids inHcits communications and fish
and game photographs from ts readers.
When ordering the address ot your paper
changed, please give the old as wed as new
ddresa.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 19, 1915.
Tibe new Maine Register fear the
coming year has just been received
at our office.
This book, storting
as a email manual of 370 pages in1870, has grown in siz.e and merit
with ‘ each .succeeding year,
until
the present edition gives a book of
1070 pages, every page filed wiitlh in
formation concerning the State
of
Maine.
Mr. Grenville M. Donlhaim
of Portland has complied the book an
Dually for over forty years and t’. e
edition cf to-day stows the result of
his careful work iin every page. It
is a b-cok wihicih no man doing busin
ess in Maine can afford to be with
out.

WEST PHILLIPS
REUNION
Tire attendance at the West Phil
lips Reunion was somewhat lighter
than it lias been for a. number cf
years past owing no doubt to tire
weather.
A near accident marred
somewhat the pleasure of the meet
ing.
A branch of a maple, about
four inches thick was blown down in
tire high wind and felt between two
ladies who were seated at a table,
Mrs-. Allemston Rich and; Mrs. Hanni
bal Smith.
It just graized
Mrs.
Rich's cheek but she suffered only
slight injuries.
it was voted to postpone the meet
ings at West Phillips for five years
and to hold them during that time
jointly with the Wing Reunion. Fol
lowing is the program:
Music
iPpayier
Address of Welcome,
Mildred
Kemtoton
Daniel Orr
Response,
Miss Leathers
Musdic—Mand cl in,
Bion Wing
Original Poem,
Business
Music
Recitation,
Nancy Doyen
Address,
F. M. Hammond
Original Poem—Hills of Maine,
Hazel Webber
Music-—Mandolin,
Miissi Leathers
Remarks, Asa Prescottt, G. L.
Lakin, Miss Leathers, Morrill
Wing, Silas Wing, Bion Wing
At the business meeting the fallow
ing officers. were elected: Pres., A.
J. Tootlhaker, Vice Pres., Chas. E.
Dill; Sec. and Treas., Mrs.
Levi
Field. Officers to elect all necessary
committees.
Some of those in attendance from
ouf of town were: Daniel Orr and
family, Bangor; Nathaniel Nile, Rangeley; Jennie Kempton Luce and
daughter,
Constance,
Springfield,
Mass.; Esther Badger, Industry; Asa
Prescott, Jamaica Ptbaiin, Mass.; Flor
ence True and daughter, May, Mrs.
Chas. Cornish, Mrs. Frank Reed, Au
burn; Mr. and Mrs. Allenston Rich
and two sons of Canton.
Really a Serious M atter.

Two neighbors had a long litigation
about a small spring, which they both
claimed. The judge, wearied out with
the case, at last said: “What is the
use of making so much fuss about a
little water?” “ Your honor will see
the serious nature of the case,” re
plied one of the lawyers, “when I in
form you that the parties are both
milkmen.”
Ever Upward.
“ Yesterday’s
highest
point
of
achievement is the starting point of
today’s.”—Paulist Fathers’ Motto,

W O O DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , A U G U S T 19, 1915.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Geo. Morton visited friends in RanA new piazza light with artistic Let
tering has been in stallied at , tihe geeley over the week-end.
Elmwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Orr and wife
Hon. Jcel Wilbur and his family, of Bangor are visiting William Calde
who have been at their camp on during the West Phillips Reunion.
Rangeley lake for a few weeks came
Haley & Russell’s clerk, Bert Ride
home Friday.
out is driving a nice looking D. W.
We were pleased to see Mrs. Beedy colt, owned by J. W. Russell.
A. G. Chronkihife lias three new
Charles Stewart able to be on the
street Wednesday.
Mt®.
Stewart ‘‘Silent Salesman” showcases.
has been confined to her home by
A long needed cement platform is
illness for several weeks.
being constructed on the terrace at
Mrs. J. Watison Smith left for the entrance of the high school build
Daniel Fraser has charge cf
Harp swell to visit friends Thurs ing.
day noon.
Miss Nathalie has been the work, assisted by Walter Kenm-ed
there for thie past few days.
They
Mis® Glen,cora. Chapman of Auburnwill return to Phillips again before is the week-end guest of Hon. and
leaving for their home in St. Paul, Mrs. H. B. Austin at Lake Webb. Y
Miss Ruth Austin and Mrs. Geo.
Minn.
Miss Lizzie Greenwood, a teacher Brown of Farmington visited a num
in Haverhill, Mass., and Miss' Emilie ber of Hollingsworth & Whitney lum
Greenwood, a student of osteopathy ber camp® in the Kennebec valley re
in Kirksville, Mo., were recent guests cently.
Seward Hoyt is visiting his sister,
of their brother and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Greenwood. Mrs. Mina Mrs. Wm. Best in Portland.
White birch lumber is being ship
Taylor of Pittsfield, Me., was also a
ped in large quantities over the
guest.
In the petition of Mrs. E.
H. Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R.
Whitney for separate
maintenance R. to England.
Misses Ruth Austin and Gladys
and custody of the children held be
fore Judge Thompson of the Probate Dutton, with Hon. and Mrs. H, B.
court Tuesday, August 17 the follow Austin attended the meeting of the
ing witnesses were called. The Pe Kezar Lake Cottage Association Tues
titioner, Doctors Higgins and Currier day.
of Phillips and Howiard of Farmington.
After the evidence was heard
the parties got together with
the
judge and decided on $40 a month.
E. E. Richards was attorney for the
respondent and O. H. Hersey and J.
Blaine Morrison attorneys for the
Geo. Bean i® giving a package of
petitioner.
com
flakes free with every 50<? pur
Mrs. Albert Worthtey of Arkansas
City, Kansas, joined her husband in chase, Friday and Saturday.
Phillips Wednesday noon. Mrs. Worth;
Sedgeley & Co., are selling ladies’
ley has been in New York with her
daughter, Mrs. Edna Wonthley Under 3 strap sandals for $1.00.
weed for several weeks.
They will
H. E. Batch.elder is advertising his
remain in Phillips for some weeks
bakery
for sale.
yet.
Merle Loring, son of Will Loving,
formerly of this town' and friend i The O. H. line Cow’s Relief, Cowof Providence, R. I., who are on a tone, calves’ cordial and others, sold
few weeks’ camping trip in Maine by the Phillips Hardware Co.

CELEBRATE FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY
A most happy occasion was tihe
celeb'rating of the golden wedding of
Mr. and -Mrs. Harvey Sampson Sun
day afternoon, August 15. About 70
cf tiheiir friends gathered at their
home, bringing many gifts, including
$2Q in gold.
Most beautiful flowers
were also sent, in and many letters
and greetings from absent friends.
A poem written for tJhe occasion
fjy Mrs. Sylvade.r Hinkley was read
by Mrs, Larrabee, also a selected
poem which was very appropriate,
and both, were much enjoyed. Mrs.
Minnie Davenport Craig sang three
selections in the most pleasing man
ner.
Refreshment® of ice cream, cake
and lemonade were served liberally.
The wedding cakes made and pre
sented by Mrs. E. W. Mallett and
Mrs. W. V. Larrabee were much ad
mired.
These were also cut and
served.
Miss Beth Pease celebrated
her sixth birthday and had a beauti
ful cake bearing six candles.
The event was doubly interesting
as it was the eighth, anniversary o,f
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Pease, who were
present.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mal
lett cf Topsham were among the outof-town guests.

Of many changes we might speak
Some, pleasant, others sad;
But cheerful topics now we seek
To make us, eacih one, glad.
W>’re glad for all the blessings great .y.
Showered upon Harve and May
Glad that they’ve lived to celebrate
Their golden wedding day.
Glad that together we can meet,
Glad that the weather’s fair,
Glad that so many friends can greet
To-day, this honored pair.
Glad that the children a 11 are here,
And grandchildren as well;
Their preseaice helps so much to
cheer,
Much more than we can tell.
W e’re glad to see the happy look
Upon this gathering,
Like “ Pollyanna” in the book,
W e’re glad for everything.
W e hope to-day will make one more
Bright link in memory’s chain,
And when our work on earth is o ’er
In heaven w e’ll meet again.
B IR T H S .

Watertown, Mass., to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Charles Elmer Harnden,
a
daughter, Ella Louise, 8 pounds.
Ha 11owe 11, August 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Millett, a son.
(Herbert
of Bean Millett.)

Could we turn back the wheels
time
To eighteen sixty-five,
L a tte r Generally a H ard Task.
WTe’d find the subjects o f my rhyme
It is easier for some men to make
Were very much alive.
money than it is for them to spend it
to the satisfaction of their wives.
For August fifteenth Harve and May
Began life’® walk together,
T e n t for the Children.
A tent in the back yard is a great
And faithfully they’ve kept the way
joy to children; it helps to keep house
Through every kind of weather.
and yard looking neat, for the children
can be expected and required to keep
‘Twa® Lawyer Phillips tied the knot
their playthings in the tent when they
Wihicih made this couple one;
are told that it is their exclusive
He surely tied it good and taut
playroom and that they must confine
For its never come undone.
any untidiness to that particular spot.
—Today.
Now, although fifty years
have
.passed
Slight Discord.
He— "W hat’s the matter with your
Since that eventful day,
The cords of love have held them church choir? They don’t seem to pull
together. ’ She—“ Well, the tenor’s in
fast
love with the soprano, who is in love
Through each step of the way.
on their motorcycles, are visiting
with
the basso, who is deeply infatu
Don't forget the bargains in shirt
relatives here for a time. They take
ated with the alto, who loves the
waists
at
C.
Id.
Hoyt’s.
To the old home farm Harve brought tenor, but is married to the organist!*
their tent along with them and cook j
ibis wife
—Judge. ___________________
their own food.
On their way hicme j
F. Hoyt is showing a new stock That day, on life’s fair mern
they will make a tour of the White j D.
of Mackinaws for boys and men.
N ot Sure of Herself.
And here they’ve spent their married
Mountains.
Even members of the family had te
life
Mr. Joseph Eaton of Auburn, Mass.,
look twice to be sure as to “ who was
Newspapers to Floyd Parker’s.
is a guest at C. F. Chandler’s. Mr.
who” of the twins. But they didn’t
Together
they
have
worked
and
Eaton was a.- brother comrade of the
1put different colored hair ribbons on
A
roll
of
Vulcan
film®
to-day
mean
planned
late H. R. Butterfield of Co.
A.
I them until the day when grandma*
Sold by
N e’em idle, he or alie.
coming into the living-room, said to
25th regiment cf Massachusetts, and better pictures tomorrow.
I the small person looking out of the
And by the labor of their hands
they camped under the same rubber j A. G. Cronkhlte,
i window, “ Is it Josie or Rosie?” And
They've gained prosperity.
blanket through, the war.
|
.the twin replied, “ I fink it’s Josie.”
Mission
finish,
dining
and,
library
The 193 3 Club wilt be entertained
Three children cheer their hearts toby Mrs. O. H. Hersey Friday after tables at C. F. Chandler & Son’s.
day,
1
noon of this week.
Lightening fruit, jars at ToothakAlice and Frank and Bello.
The teachers for the rural schools
Their first-born, little Allie May,
are as follow®:
Reed, Marion Sar er’s.
God took with Him to dwell.
gent; Ely then, Patihia Moores; Pres
have
cott, Zee Day of Bath; Winshiip, Luliai The September magazine®
The daughters married and they both I
Hatch of Farmington; Cushman, Fern just arrived at Henry True’s.
In distant town® resides,
Gould; Oalden, Lillian
Durre-11 of
Light as a m occasin
Read what Rollins and Bean say Belle’s little ones, Harvey and Beth
(only 33 os ) with pro
Kjjn.gtfield.
All district schools will
tection
of a heavy
Are their grandparents’ pride.
begin August 23, with the exception about Veedol.
hunting boot. Mnde
on n swing last that
of the Wiuisthip which wvl begin Aug
fits the foot like a dress,
O ptim istic Thought.
shoe
Warranted t o
A very faithful helper, they
ust 30.
stand ha: dest test.
Happy the man unshaken in pros
Have had in Frank, the son,
Best w a t e r p r o o f
Tine assistant jar the Grammar perous or adverse tortune.
leather tops and rub
He’s been content with them tc stay,
school and the music teacher will be
ber vamps money will
buy.
W h i t e rolled
Their
interests
are
one.
Miss Marjorie Cutler cf West Brook
soles and leather innersoles.
field, Mass.
TRAINING FOR REAL WARFARE
Price: 6 1-2 inch. $S.:&
In spite of work that Harve ha® had
A fine selection was rendered at
8 inch. $4.00; 11 inch.
$1.76; delivered free on
With spade and axe and hoe;
-the Methodist church last Sunday by National Guard Preparing fo r Conflict
approval.
as it Would Be on the Actual
He’s still a® straight a® when a lad
the Misses Agnes Ross, Olive Rcss,
Send for circular and
Battlefield.
guarantee tag, also
In those days so long ago.
Pearl Fraizer, accompanied by How
sample
f rubber and
W eigh t only 33 oz. leather oused
in th is
ard Ross, alto horn, which was ap
A photograph in the New York :
shoe.
preciated by the congregation.
Times shows members of the Seventy- May’s fame has spread for miles a- j
round,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Blaisdel] and first regiment of the New York Na
She is a noted cock,
Mr. and Mrs. I. R. Austin motored to tional guard “ perfecting themselves in
Manufacturer
Le w.iston Sunday.
Mrs. Blaisdell the operation of firing field mines.” And better butter can’t be found,
Freeport,
Maine
No matter where we look.
will spend a few cays visiting Mr. The men are in their armory. Yet they
Blaisdell’® parent® and Mrs. Austin are digging down into the earth and
will visit her aunt, Mrs. B. F. Gould. heaping up earthen breastworks.
“This,” says the Times, “ is in accord
W. T. Hinds and Sen recently lost ance with the recent policy by which j
their valuable brood mare Adaze and the floors of the National guard ar
a young colt.
The aolt received in mories were all removed in order that I
juries in the pasture but the veter the militia might benefit by practice j
inary called thinks that the mare j drills held on the ground under condi
was pc-isoned.
They have
sent tions more nearly' approaching those
the stomach to Portland for analysis. of actual camp life. In plain words,
the toy-soldier stuff is disappearing,
with some reflection of the rapidity of
its disappearance on the Reids of the
great war. Those polished w oc> n
floors were a part of the toy-soldier
tradition. They were there not only
for drill use, but also for dance use.
Many regiments had to rent their ar
mories for dances or meetings in order
tc get revenue enough to live. With
the earth floor, all this must go.”
War is not fought on hardwood
floors. It is fought, in the dirt. It is ,
more important that men be trained
under real conditions than that their
armories have all the social advan- j
tages.—Chicago Post.
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

Maine
Hunting
Shoe

L . L. B E A N ,

WHEN YOU WANT

FORD REPAIRS

Go to Henry True’s

Frame Your
Kodak
Pictures
A new line of frames of

all sizes.

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

I

TIRES AN D TUBES

Go to Henry True’s

A JOB OF VULCAN IZING

Go to Henry True’s

A SUIT OF CLOTHES

Go to Henry True’s

A D A ILY PAPER OR M AGAZINE
C o to H E N R Y T R U E ’S

,

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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it wad of no use, they would net
A R R IV A L S A T EL M W O O D
bite. After a little mope of this dis
Qm cent ■ word in advance. No headline oar
PROPER FENCING FOR SHEEP
couraging fishing we decided to walk
•iber dfaptay. Sabiecta i.u a. b. a. order
F.
H. Wiggiin, 0. L. Young, H. R.
up above Burnside Meadow and try
Always Looms Up as Serious Problem Knigilut, P. L. Kruigihit, Gieo. Reed Lew
iston; Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bagg aimd
to Those Interested In Keeping
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, them in the pasture.
son, Holyoke, Masis.; Mr. and Mrs.
a Few of th e Animals.
When we came into the pasture I
■ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
0. L. Bangs, Mis® Ingram., Mir. and
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. saw a large deep hole with the water
To those interested in getting a few Mrs. A. L. Case and cihiild, F. C.
Phillips, Me.
boiling into it and a long stretch' of
sheep on the farm the fencing prob Sibley, Boston; H. A. Friend, Etna;
swift water just below.
The sun SUMMER DISEASE OF CATTLE lem always looms up as a most serious
WANTED— One table, girl and one
difficulty. It does not require a heavy Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Little and clhiaufwas rather bright, and as 1 knew
cabin girl, until December 1. Good
Infectious
Sore
Eyes
Cause
Many
fence to hold sheep. Barbed wire, feur, Mrs. J. P. Monsend, Bridge wat
if the trout I felt sure were in that
pay for good help. Dicn. O. BlackAbington,
Anim als to Go Blind— Spread
however,
is most unsatisfactory fenc er; Miss Amy Glydien,
hole saw me, it would he of no use
well, Round Mountain, Me.
Mass.; H. E. .Merrill, Monmouth; F.
Through Medium of Flies.
ing for sheep.
to fish there, J got down on my
The best kind of fence is one made D. Gardiner, Charles Storm, Phila
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in hands and knees and crept with in (B y GEORGE H. G L O V E R , Colorado of woven wire from 30 to 42 inches in
delphia, Pa.; Rev. O. W. and Mrs.
Experiment Station.)
finite caution as near the pool as
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
height, having from five to nine hori Peterson, New Cast-lie; Dr. J. B. M.
There
is
a
disease
among
cattle,
was possible without being
seen,
zontal wires and from 16 to 20 stays Arthiow, J. H. B. Cowley, C. P. Cow
FOR SALE—Gocd potatoes at my then I cast right at the edge of the seen mostly in the summer, affecting or vertical wires to the rod.
ley, New Yenk City; Ken Ramsay,
the eyes and causing many of them
storehouse.
B. F. Beal, Phillips.
Any woven fence coming inside
boiling water with the intention of
to go blind. This is an infectious these limits if put on to good posts C, C. Files, P. J. Denning, E. H.
the sore eyes, and by cattlemen on the
WANTED—Girl for general
house letting it float down through
from 14 to 16 feet apart will make a Besise, F. W. Robinson, E. R. Huler,
swift
water
belcw,
but
the
bait
had
work.
Mrs. Joel "Wilbur.
range is spoken of as "pink eye” of satisfactory fence for turning sheep. F. R. Robinson, E C. C'owker, Port
hardly touched the water when bang: cattle.
With a 30-inch woven wire it is al land; John E. Johnston, Indianapolis',
Ithe line straightened out and the
This disease is undoubtedly infec ways desirable to place at least one Ind.; E. K. Stevens, Newport,
R.
A DAY W IT H T H E T R O U T IN N E W reel sung; at last I had hooked a tious and spreads from one animal to
barbed wire on top.
1.
;
E.
A.
Lamtihier,
Toledo,
Ohiio;
S.
H A M P S H IR E .
decent one.
He started hack into another, probably through the medium
When building a fence to turn sheep T. Cobb, Auburn; L. C. Bailey, A. A.
of
flies.
The
disease
runs
its
course
it might just as well be so construct
the foam, but I checked him and soo
Chapman, Pentland; Mr. and Mrs. F.
Many times during the long, cold had him lying on the hank beside in an animal in from one to two weeks ed as to turn all classes of farm ani
S. Adams, Miss Crosby, W. F. Port
and may result in total blindness, mals.
winter I had looked forward
with me, a nice ten-inch brook trout. I
though usually the sight is not im
er, Brookline, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Where
it
is
desired
to
fence
against
great anticipation toward my annual cast again into the pool just at the paired. Only one eye may be affected. !
Mich.;
hogs it will be necessary to have a Clias. Stimch'field; Detroit,
fishing trip, which, takes place
on edge of the foam, and in two min
The first symptoms is a profuse flow barbed wire next to the ground as well Miss Helen P. Tufts, Charlestown,
tiie first day of May.
The month utes 1 had another as near like the of tears. Soon the eye becomes very and a somewhat closer mesh and
Mass.; Oh as. Max field and wife,
of April was a warm mcnth and as first one as two trout could be.
I sensitive to light and is kept con heavier wire must he used.
Bridgeton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. H.
each day passed it looked as though now began to feel highly elated, but stantly closed. The eyeball becomes
B. Reese, Bangor; H. C. Menwin,
ttie weather would be excellent for was destined to be more pleased than clouded and gives the appearance of
Soy Beans Per Acre.
Weld; F. E. Peabody, HouLton; Paul
a
film
over
the
eye.
trout fishing on the first of May, ever before I left that pool. After
About one and a half peck of soy
Animals affected with this disease bean seed will sow an acre when plant D. Sargent, E. K. Sawtelle, Augusta;
But no, about a week before the end landing the second one I cast a few
should be confined in a comfortable
M G. Smith and daughter, St. Paul
of April the weather suddenly turned more times with no result.
I then stall with the light excluded and given ing with a corn drill one seed in a hill Minn.; W. W. Nearing, G. F. Drew,
24
inches
apart
in
the
same
row
as
the
very ccld with a od d wind to keep i noticed a large rock about midway laxative, nourishing food.
corn. This makes a splendid hog food. Brunswick; Mrs. Joseph, Brad-street,
the weather company, and it stayed down in the swift water; it
split
A simple treatment consists of
Mr. Eber Haley, H. C. Standish, Gar
colt^ and the wind blew up till the the current and left a little space of bathing the eyes with a strong solu
diner; Mrs. T. J. Bessiey, Brooklyn,
29th, and then it ccimmenced to rain, deep, almost still, water behind it. tion of boric acid, or perhaps what
N. Y.; Dr. and Mrs. P. W. Rowley,
Southern Town W ith Vision.
and it rained more or Less for the I crawled nearer ti e bank and made will be still better, a few drops of the
A combination of foresight with the Mr and Mrs W. W. Trayer,
Hart
following
mixture
may
be
placed
in
next two days, so, much as I hated a cast so that the bait- landed in
municipal ownership principle has ford, Conn.; H. S. Wing, Earl S.
the
eyes
with
a
dropper
several
times
to, I was obliged to give up my fish the still water just behind the rock.
given the United States one taxless Wing, Kingfield.
a day: Add haft a grain of zinc sul
ing trip for the time being.
It had hardly struck when I saw a phate and ten grams of boric acid, to town. This phenomenal community is
Harrisville, W. Va., which 20 years
After a l'ew days of cold, rainy- commotion and the next minute I an ounce of distilled water.
ago bought a natural gas well and ,
weather in May it turned warm again, felt a violent tug on the line.
1
The animal should be protected piped the town. Later the municipal Ja D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E W OO DS.
so my father and I then planned t snapped my wrist, slightly hooking from the flies, as they greatly increase
gas plant was let to a private con
make our trip on May 15, and this j the fish; almost at the same instant the irritation to the eyes and probably cern, which pays a rental sufficient
time the weather was favorable.
j lie came out of water with a shake, spread the infection to other animals.
to meet all the local expenses for
All preparations having been made j then back lie went and started under
government and public improvements.
Now Harrisville, not content with
the night before we rose at the call j the reck.
1 thought if he should get SHROPSHIRE IS BEST SHEEP
the success of its experiment in one
of the alarm clock, which, by the under the rock he would foul the line
way, was set at four o ’clock. After j and I would lose him., so at the risk New York Breeder Is V ery Careful to phase of municipal ownership, is
about opening a railroad of its own,
See T h at Ewes and Lambs Get
partaking of a hearty breakfast of I0f breaking the rod I brought him up
which it has built to another town
Plenty
of
Exercise.
eggs, bacon, coffee and doughnuts, |s^ert. At this he broke water again
six miles away. It remains to be
William F. Nye is the great
we slung our duffle on cur backs and land then flashed down stream, then
I consider the Shropshire the best seen how soon Harrisville will get out
est authority on refined oils in the
hit the old Indian trail, which led ■back up again then across, then an utility breed among sheep. As a pro of the taxless class. Railroading is a
world. H e was the first bottler; has
us through the forest to our destina- Iother dash for the big roc k, then up ducer of wool and mutton both of the more precarious business than selling
tion.
into the foam at the head of the best quality are secured. I became natural gas.—Newark Star.
the largest business and NYOIL
It was a beautiful morning,
the pool; he did this over several times interested as early as 1880, having
is the best oil he has ever made.
Cat's
Franks
Bring
Police.
sun peeped over the edge of the before he gave up, and then as I had at that time some Shropshire grades,
A cat whose paws caught in the
NYOIL
horizon about five o’clock, for which him near the bank and reached for writes Arthur S. Davis of Orange chains by which the gas lamps were
county,
New
York,
in
Orange
Judd
HAS
NO EQUAL.
w« were very glad, as it was quite him he made one final dash for the
Farmer. One of my ewes -weighs 200 turned on and off brought six police
Beware of scented mixtures called
chilly so early in the morning. The rock, but he was entirely under my
men
to
the
pawnshop
of
Morris
pounds, and in four years has sheared
Use NYOIL on everything
shafts of sunlight here and there, the control now and in another second OO1/^ pounds wool. My yearling rams Rhodes, 106 Washington street, Pat oil.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
terson, N. J., at one o’clock in the
newly budding, trees, and the clear, he lay panting on the bank, a brook run from 170 to 200 pounds.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
invigorating air that one can
get trout twelve inches long and weigh
It is my rule to change the sire to morning and Rhodes in pajamas to
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
only in the woods, made us both feel ing a Little over a pound. Of course prevent inbreeding once every two i the sidewalk shouting “Thief!”
A night w-atchruan saw the lights,
your firearms and your rod. You will
glad that we were able to get ‘ ‘back 1 was pleased; who wouldn’t
be years. My method o f breeding for ran to the police station and the re find it by far the best. Hardware and
to Nature.”
With the early spring after fishing all the morning without show does not differ from that for serve squad huried out.
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
any other purpose.
I give them
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
flowers to attract our attention, and any luck, and then getting
three
The proprietor’s cat was found
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
now and then a gray or red squir trout like that out of the same bole?
dangling by its forepaws from rings
on the lamp chains. Pussy was freed
rel or a rabbit jumping across the
W M . F. NYE,
I 'then started up the brook and
from its predicament caused by play
trail in front o f us made it seem caught up with Dad just in time to
New Bedford, Maw.
ing with the chains.
but a very short time before we had see him catch, a ten-inch trout out of
covered the five miles to our fishing a very difficu’ t place.
The
pool
grounds.
was full of sunken logs and the un
When we reached the brook, which derbrush vras very thick around it,
is called the Big Ftox, we
found but be played the trout in and out
that, early as we were, someone was among those logs successfully
and
there ahead of us.
We inquired soon had him with seme more nice
what luck he wras having and received ones lie had caught while I was at
this answer, ‘‘I haven’t had a bite the large pool below.
yet, and I don’t believe there is a
We fished a little while longer, but
trout in this brook.
I’m disgusted
the farther up stream we went the
with it and think I shall go and try
smaller the fish grew, so finally we
another breok I know- of.”
This
stepped for dinner.
We had a fry
was certainly encouraging news. But
ing-pan with us and in a few minutes
Dad and I were going to have a try
we had a couple of panfuls of nice plenty to eat, like oats, clover hay
anyway, so we rigged up coir rods
crisp trout, and weren’t they good? and clover pasture, in season. I am
And started fishing,
Well, I’ll leave that to you,- Brother very careful to see that the lambs
We commenced to fish cn what is Sportsmen; almost any cld thing and ewes take lots of exercise, and
known as Burnside Meadow, and the tastes good in the woods, but freshly do not care for shelter except from
winds and storms.
brook here is nothing more or less
caught trout cooked by the side of
My chief difficulty has been with
than a series of large deep holes ti e brook are about as good a meal
stomach worms., I am now using to
and long stretches o f swift water, as 1 ask for.
After dinner we cross bacco dust with a salt, which gives
ideal, places for the “ big fellows” to ed the fields and fished two other good results. It is advisable not to
lie.
We started with l opes high, smaller brocks.
keep them on old pastures too long
and fished, and fished, and fished,
at a time.
At four o’clock in the afternoon
with never a nibble, and with each
hole came further disappointment. I we stopped fishing and counted up.
Between us we had seventy-five, one
had about decided that the fisher
of the prettiest and largest messes of
man we met was right in
saying
brook trout we ever caught on the
that there were no fish in the brook,
Bje and Little Fox brooks.
After
Of an Occasional Trip to
or if there were they were not in
dressing them we started for home,
clined to bite, when I caught one
reaching there about seven-thirty,
about six inches long.
Of course
tried and hungry, but supremely hap Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
this gave me added hope and I fish
py with our day’s- catch.— National
ed each new hole very carefully, but
Sportsman.

C L A S S IF IE D

FARM
ANIMALS

MAINE WOODS

Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
W h y n o t le t u s H e lp
you

w itH

your

a d v e r tis in g ?

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

Trolling Motor
It goes on any boat. Perfect
speed for salmon or trout fishing.
Sold under strong guarantee
to give satisfaction. Has five
speeds. Send for catalog.

THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.,
PORTLAND,

MAINE

Genius.

Genius appears to be nothing more
than associative faculty of high order.
High order of associative faculty be
longs to the group of phenomena by
individuals whose cell protoplasm has
been sensitized beyond the mean de
gree: This sensitization is due to mi
crobe influence, no matter whether
from direct toxic impression made by
bacterial products, from liberated en
dotoxins or from proteopytic end-re
sult poisons.

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

Just a step from Monument Square

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "Jitn ey” or Munjoy Hill car f om
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates SI.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. TH U R STO N.

R. F. HIMMELEIN.

Proprietors.

PHILLIPS,
>—

— — — —

0—

M AIN E

tlM U M M M I M M tH

M A IN E

WOODS,
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INTERESTING
PUTTING CONTEST
ii

--------

Baseball Holds Interest— Other
News Notes From Kineo
Kinec, Mooseliead Lake, Me., Aug
ust 14.—Many interesting events Lave
occupied the summer crowd gathered
here which is the largest Kineo has
seen in years.
Keen baseball, golf,
rifle shooting have featured rthe sum
mer pastimes, while there have been
many social allfairs.
The largest number that ever par
ticipated in a putting match
here
gathered on the small! links in front
of the hotel Friday afternoon. Thirtytwo qualified, and after some nip and
tuck battles the finals were played
between Mir. J. Nelson Manning of
Brookline and Dr. Jay F Sehamberg
of Phjiaadelphia, Mr. Manning win
ning out cn an extra hole. The prize
for the lody remaining in the long
est went to Mrs. L. M. Josephthal of
New York.
Many watched the con
test from, the porch.
Clarence Freeman of Philadelphia
won the weekly golf handicap in easy
fashion bringing in a card of gross
95, handicap 16, met 69.
The rain Saturday caused the post
ponement of the children’s
putting
contest for the Quaekenbush
prize
until Monday forenoon, when Miss
Gwendolen Shaw of London,
won.
The Yacht Club races for the espec
ially handsome trophies offered by
Ex. Commodore Arthur B.
Waring
was postponed to Wednesday after
noon.
Mr. Henry Sheafer's
prize
is being contended for to-day.
Baseball has furnished some excite
ment.
Kineo met disaster in the
opening game with Dover-Foxcroft,
Brown, the reliable pitcher for the
resort beys having to retire in the
second inning in favor of Goldricb,
and the home team losing 12 to 3.
In the second day, however,
they
came back and shut out the visitors
from “down river,” 3 to 0.
Brown
got sweet revenge holding the oppos
ing nine to two singles and having
them completely
at his
mercy
throughout the day.
A big crowd
looked cm both days.
Horseback riding never had more
devotees than this season. The fol
lowing are seen daily on the Kineo
bridle paths:
Miss
Gwendolen
Shaw, Miss Senior, Mrs. H. P. Shedd,
Miss Clarice Paterson, Miss Getskay,
Mrs. L. M. Josephthal, Miss Audray
Josepbthaal, Mis® Katherine Clark,
Mis® Marjorie Sillcoeks, Mr.
and
Mrs. M. C. Taylor, Lt. Commander,
L. M, Josephthal, Paul Feuchtwanger, Master Kemnith Outerbridge, Trvimg Williams of New York; Miss Katf
erine Gibson, R. K. Gibson, Garden
City; Dr. J. C. Boyd, Washington;
Mrs. Jos. Knight, E. S. Kirnley, Clar
ence Freeman, Philadelphia; B. Bar
rett, Bloomfield, N. J.; Mrs. Thomas
F. Coe, Bangor; Mis® Virginia and
Master Gilbert Quaekenbush, Green
wich, Ct., and Mrs. William Douglass,
New Haven, Conn.
The lucky number dancing contest
Saturday evening filled the ball room

The Choice
among Sportsmen!
All lovers o f the great o u td o o rs — fishermen, hunts
men, golfers, tennis players — all ch oose

C IG A R E T T E S as the mildest, purest
and most enjoyable form o f smoking
Smoking w ith these lovers o f sport is an important
part o f their day’s pleasure. T h e y want the finest
and most satisfying sm oke th ey can get. It isn’t
surprising, then, that so m any sportsm en ch oose
P E R F E C T IO N C I G A R E T T E S !
P E R F E C T IO N S are generous - sized cigarettes.
T h e y are m ade o f the purest and finest Virginia
tobacco. T h e y are mild, but satisfying, w ith a
natural sw eetn ess that will appeal to you, too.
T en for 5c. P E R F E C T IO N S com e to you in a
hand-w rapped tin foil package — that’s w h y th e y
keep in perfect condition, free and easy-draw ing.
Ask you r dealer for a package o f P E R F E C T IO N S
today !

Keep the coupon you find in each
package. T h ese coupons are
good for many valuable presents.
is i)cr£acco Gar.

with interested spectators. The early
part was given over to the children
who made a pretty scene in the mod
em dances.
Two little girls, Mis®
Helen Knight, daughter of
Mrs.
Joseph Knight of Philadelphia, and

Ready!
T o m ake a ^ b a tch ”
o f old-fashioned, whole
some, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a

■.

pie or two—the kind of good liv
ing that makes the family smile.
All from William Tell and all
always good— because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in

H

ansted &smut toWilliam teja*.

(29)

o.

h.

McK en zie

tr ad in g

co .,

Ph i l l i p s , Ma i n e .

Miss Audray Josephthal, daughter of
Lt. Commander L. M. Josephthal of
New York were the fortunatee ones.
Among the older group dancing last,
Airs. Austin J. Feucbtwanger of Riv
erside, Ccnn., and Paul Feuchtiwange
of Madison, N. J., were the couple to
survive and were declared winners.
The affair was in charge of Madeline
Francis Gale of Boston, instructress
at the Mt. Kineo.
A happy company were the guests
of Edward S. Kinley of Philadelphia,
at a dinner party Saturday evening
at the Mt. Kineo.
A general good
time in which ail took part prevail
ed throughout the evening, merrimen
and dancing being enjoyed by
20
young people in attendance. Clarence
Freeman and Air. Kinley acted as
the principal toastmasters of the
evening showing great literary talent
in the four line verses they compos
ed for the occasion.
Hand-drawn
and painted plaeecard®, the artistic
work of Miss Katherine Gibson, were
greatly admired, and afterwards dis
played in the hotel foyer
gaining
many complimentary remarks
for
their designer.
Those enjoying this
function were the Misses Katherine
Clark, Marion Carpenter,
Jeanette
Wordward, Katherine Gibson, Marjor
ie Sillcoeks, Kathryn Potter of New
York; Betty Smith and Dorothy Kin
ley of Perm ante wn, Pa.; Keyo Tetsuka, Plainfield, N. J.; Messrs. Irv
ing William®, Robert Fiedler, Paul
Feucbtwanger of New York;
Clar
ence Freeman, Algernon Clapp, Henrv Knight, Lewis Smith of Philadel
phia, Pa.; J. V. Sioana, Baltimore,
and Beach Barrett, Bloomfield, N. J.
John Reilly, Jr., of New York and

Clarence Freeman of
Philadelphia, for the first time are Air. and Mrs.
won special prizes offered by Air. and C. F. Duane and Aliss M. Alabon.
Airs. C. AI. Clark for the weekly J. O. Hammitt of Brooklyn has been
rifle contest.
The Clarks entertain welcomed back into the
summer
ed the members of the Rifle Club at group bore.
their cottage after the shoot.
Commodore and Airs. C. A. Conklin
Congressman Frederick W. Rowe of Atlanta, Ga., had as guests at a
of Brooklyn and his sen, Julien F. v ry delightful dinner party at the
Rowe are on the famous
Allegash Alt. Kineo Saturday evening. Air. and
canoe and camping trip for three, Airs. C. M. Williams, Airs. L.
O.
weeks. This will take them through Boothe, Mr. and Airs. Arthur B. Warsome of the most noted lakes and lo g o f New York, and Col. and Mrs.
streams of the great northern Alaine C. A. Judkins.
wood®.
They left Mrs. Rowe at the
Friday evening, Air. and Airs. J. E.
Mt. Kineo Which they made
their R Carpenter of New York entertain
starting point, she to remain until ed a dancing party at the Yacht Club
their return.
to a welsh rarebit supper.
)No one is enjoying the delights of
John C. Lee and Clinton W. Sheafe
Kineo more than Judge and Airs. of Pottsville, Pa., popular members of
Samuel Aladdcx of Brooklyn. They the younger Kineo crowd were wel
have made trips to a number of the comed at Kineo during the week.
famous spots about AToosebead Lake, They were accompanied by Airs. W.
having recently, with guides, ascend L. Sheafer.
ed the swift waters of Aloose River
Recent arrivals from New
York
by canoe.
and vicinity at the Alt. Kineo include:
Mr. Janies A. Brodie of Brooklyn, R. A. C. Smith and family, E. L.
a. the Alt. Kineo with Mrs. Brodie. Young and family, F. C. W alcott, Air.
is recovering in heal,til, and was one and Mrs. E. O. Emerson, E.
Kirk
of the enthusiastic “ rooters” at a Haskell, C. D. Hiilds, F. W. Halsey,
recent baseball game.
General and Mrs. Louis W. Stotes
Air. and Airs. H. P. Shedd of Brook bury, Mis® Helen Stotesbury, Geo.
lyn, here with, their son, August, hav W. Van SiLyck, Dr. Newton M. Shaf
just returned from a trip to Marr’s fer, Miss Jeanette R. Woodward, Airs.
Camps on Indian Pond.
Thomas P. Fitzsimmons, Mis® Agnes
Adjutant General of New 'York
(G ontinued on page seven.)
state, Louis W. Stotesbury of Alanhattan, with his wife and daughter
SY L V A N LAKF,
have arrived at Kineo for the baianc
of the season.
The general is a
As good as it Sounds, with camps of
most enthusiastic member of
the all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
summer colony, and prominent in the trout.
Excellent hunting.
Guides
affairs of the Mooseliead Lake Yacht furnished. Write for terms to
Club.
F. G. H RYD EN,
Abbot Village, Me.
Among Brooklynites enjoying Kine R F. D. 1,
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in a large belt gun of this type?
Ans. I do not have the figures
for the 38-40 cartridge.
Of
the
others the ballistics are: 44-40, muz
zle velocity 1,028 ft. secs., muzzle
energy 469 ft. lbs. .44 S. & W.,
muzzle velocity 737 ft. seconds, muz
zle energy 296 ft. Ibis. .44 Russian,
muzzle velocity 706 ft. seconds, muz
zle energy 272 ft. lbs. .45 Colt, muzztg velocity 800 ft. lbs.
There is
very difference in actual results ob
tained with these three cartridges,
bu'1- personally, I think I should pre
fer the .45 Colt’s.

or lard, on© tablespoonful of molas
ses or sugar, and a bit of salt, beat
together; sift two eupsful of flour
with one heaping teasjpoonful bakiiie powder cur one teaspoonful cream
of tartar to one-half teaspoonful of
bicarbonate of soda; add to the egg
mixture gradually, stirring in from
time to time, fresh milk, if available,
or condensed milk diluted with wat
er, until, the mixture is just about
thick enough to turn out easily into
the hot spider, part of it, only, but
enough to make a full-sized spider
pancake.
Do not cover unless you
are obliged to,—it is apt . to make
them heavy, I think.
Cook dmtll
W. D., Rockford, Ohio.
What do you think about the 20 brown cn both sides, and serve in a
each
gauge?
Would it do for hunting pile, cutting like a pie, for
serving.
ducks and squirrels?

the first three men. Harris Latham
umpired.
Sunday morning at the Congregat
ional church Mr. and Mrs. Carl Whattemore assisted with the
singing.
Mrs. Whittemore sang a solo and at
the close of the service Mr. aaid Mrs.
Whittemcre sang a duet Which was
greatly enjoyed by the audience.
Next Thursday the Congregational
Ladies’ Aid will hold their second
annual sale in the church vestry.
There will be seven tables represent
ing the seven ages of women anti a
food and refreshment tables besides.
In the evening there will be an en
tertainment in the church, consist
ing of solos, readings and the fam
ous Peak sisters..
At the Congregational church Sun
Ans. Ducks can be killed with a
day
evening the heart to heart talks
A. M., Albuquerque, N. M.
, ible Rear sight, Marbles
adjustable 20 gauge, or for that matter ducks IN T E R E S T IN G P U T T IN G C O N T E S T as given this season reached
the
1. Is the .38 S. & W. Special as ! leaf as the middle sight, and Mar- can he killed with a 28 or 32 gauge
climax
when
Dr.
Dillicn
Bronson
of
(Continued from page six).
accurate as the 32-20?
j bles improved or reversible
cr even, but if you wish to get satisfac
Boston gave his entertaining
and
Fitzsimmons,
Miss
K.
A.
O’Brien,
Ans. The .38 S. & W. Special is Slieards gold bead as front sight. Or, tory duck shooting, use at least a
Miss C. G. O’Brien, Mrs. Geo. Brack, interesting lecture in “A Hop, Skip
Marbles flexible rear globe, Sheards 12 gauge.
more accurate.
China
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Erstein, Mr. and and a Jump through India,
middle
and Japan,” or a ‘‘Happy Holiday
2. Will the 32-20 hollow point adjustable three leaf as
Mrs.
Francis
Fay,
Miss
Ella
H.
Knox,
L. C. B.
among the Heathen.”
Mrs. Winnemake a larger wound than the .38 sight and Sheards gold .front sight.
I would like your expert opinion as Mrs. Julien Ripley, the Misses Rip fred Staples Smith of Dixfield sang a
Cr,
Lyman
Combination
rear
sight,
S. & W. Special solid bullet?
ley and Governess, Mrs. Adams
Lyman leaf as middle .sight and Ly- to whether black powder, when used
beautiful solo, and Mr. Robert Gray
Ans. This depends
upcn condi
in a .22 calibre rifle will corrode Brown, J. Crosby Brown, New York, son of Milford, Mass., sang two solos,
man ivory bead front sight?
tions.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
W.
Burch
ell,
Bay
Ans. I think you are looking for the barrel less than the smokeless Shore, N. Y'.; Mr. and Mrs. H. F. with Mr, Wallace Con ant of Milford,
3. What one of these calibres
or semi-smokeless kinds.
I
have
The . church
would you recommend for hunting in a rifle, according to your specifica noticed that, although the black Rounds, Ridgewood, N. J. Mr. and Mass., accompanist.
tions,
which
does
not
exist.
You
was crowded and the delighted aud
the mountains in a Colt Army Spec
Mrs.
C.
F.
Duane,
Miss
M.
Mahon,
are evidently working under the leaves the bore in a dirty condition, H. P Sbedd, J. O. Hammitt, Con ience was a sure proof that the talks
ial with a 6 inch barrel?
when cleaned after the day’s shoot
Ans. I would certainly recommend wrong supposition, as over 90% of ing, there is less rust showing on the gressman F. W. Rowe and family, as arranged by Rev. C. L. Woodall
big
game
in
this,
country
is
shot
worth, for the summer season are
the .38 S. & W. or Colt
Special
wiper than smokeless powders cause. Brooklyn, N. Y.; W. H. Beatty and very successful and instructive.
at
under
100
yards.
I
would
recom
C. R.
cartridge.
This is a subject on
Is black powder more conductive to family, Little Falls, N. Y.;
Recent arrivals at the Maples are
which there has been much discus mend the .22 oaLibre rifle to handle long life of the gun where it is only Manville and family, Bronxville, N.
sion.
I am sure, however, that the the .22 long rifle cartridge, then use possible to clean the gun once a Y.; W. B. Duryea and family, Ny- Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bingham, Her
ack, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Chas. bert Randall, Hartford, Conn.; M. B.
.38 S. & W. Special will give groups .22 long rifle cartridges leaded with day?
R. Weirs, Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. and Davis, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
from a machine rest of but very Lesmck or semi-smokeless powder,
Ans. The .22 calibre
cartridges
at 50 to 100 yards, and I am quite
Mrs. W. H. Cluett and son, S. A. Shelton, Miss Helent Shelton, Mr.
little over 6 inches at 100 yds.
sure you will get all the benefit are loaded at present with four kinds Wilson, C. S. Thurston, ' Saranac and Mrs. R. H. Kimball, Miss Mary
which can be gotten from rifle prac- cf powder, black powder, smokeless Lake, N. Y.
Kimball,
Recent arrivals at the B. Kimball, H. Stanley,
W. B., Lonsdale, L. I.
powder, Lesrnok powder and semiNewton,
Mass.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Mt.
Kimeo
from
Philadelphia
include
I would like to ask if it is allow- j tice in so £ar as being an aid to
smokeless powder.
Black powder is
Mrs. Charles F. Howell, Miss Josep W. Worthen, Concord, N. H.; Wald
able to use a strap for prone sh oot-' sanie 8hoo,tillglt is alsc a miS'h,ty
good because it does not hurt the
hine F. Howell, Miss Beatrice How A. Robinson, F. A. Adams, Boston;
ins in a .22 cal. rifle club, shooting good idea to do at least ha!f
°f
barrel.
Smokeless is no good as it
Carl
ell, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan H. Davis, Win. L. Delavma, Portland;
25 yards.
This strap is attached to yoUr sl500’til5g raPid
with
has no advantage ovre the other
Miss Mary L. Davis, Miss Natalie H. Lufkin, John Lufkin, Mrs. C. For
the barrel near the end and also to ! a time limit for each string of ten
It
If you are shoot powders except lack cf smoke.
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. R. Holmes Page, rest Lufkin, Mrs. James Pengra, Jen
the stock and when shooting is shots for instance.
is hard on tbe barrel and I would
ire
a
repeating
rifle,
this
time
limit
A. R. Bartlett, Mrs. Herman Loeb, nie Farnum, Livermore Falls; A. J.
wound around the elbcw in such a
not recommend its use. Lesrnok cr
should
he
thirty
seconds
for
ten
Walter H. Page, William Beattie, Thicrmley and wife, C. E. Thormley
way as to form a rigid position.
If using "a single shot rifle semi-smokeless powders are best of James Beattie, Warren F. Martin, Mr. and wife, Alice R. Thormley, Howard
Ans. The National Rifle Associa shots.
all as they give the best possible ae- and Mrs. C. S. Walton and family, W. Thormley, Pawtucket, R. I.; R.
tion rules permit the use cf a strap the time limit s’ ould be two minute*
curacy with no more wear on the Mr_ an<J Mrf F R- ^
m il
S Barnes, C. E. Buzzell, Gorb aim, N.
for prone shooting except that dene The matter cf sights is a matter of
barrel than black powder, and at j H G P e d d !
j
R
J w , e s a m , £ a m . H.; Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Forbes, Win
personal
preference.
Any
cne
cf
by the school boy rifle clubs.
As
the same time they do not cake up . ,,
E R Jobaam.
chester, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
„to why they prohibit it for soli col the combinations yo-u suggest would
as black powder dees after a series II
White-house, Ralph Whitchouse, Beat
—■ — —--- ' ~' *
boys and allow everyone else to use give satisfactory results. There is
very little choice, and the sights you of shots.
rice Whitehouse, Ft. Fairfield, Me.;
it is beyond me.
have picked out are certainly O. K.
Mol lie E. McDonald, Beatrice
M.
Before buying a .22 calibre rifle I
j Studley, Portland; Chas. H. PhilA. H., Farmingdale, N. J
1 ^ 1 1 1T O N Ibrick, Providence, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs.
1. Is the 30-30 powerful enough fo wou d suggest that you investigate al
t j reliable makes cn the market.
Dillon Bronson, Boston; Mir. and Mrs.
moose?
F. G. Buckley, Mir. and Mrs. F. E.
Ans. While numbers cf moose One of the reasons I am sugguesting
Weld, August 16.—Mr. and Mrs. Buckley, Boston; J. W. Glaze,
L.
have been shot with this cartridge, a .22 calibre rifle is that you can CAMP GRIDDLE-CAKES, OR PAN
do
so
much
more
shooting
for
the
Cullen
of New York are at D. B. M. Harwood, Springfield, Mass.; Mat
I would recommend a more power
CAKES.
same money with a .22 cal.
rifle
Iwett’s fer a few weeks.
thew McLeod, Mexico, Me.
ful cartridge.
than
you
can
with
a
higher
power
Mrs. Nelscn and son, Addice Nel
2. What is the effective range
rifle that the actual number cf shots “ Try-Um” Brand, and Not Impossible son of Brookline are boarding at
of same?
D E L IG H T S OF C A M P IN G O U T
To Make.
fired
will more than out-balance any
Mrs. J. P. Maxwell’s for a few weeks
Ans. The 30-30 will give good re
possible advantage which could reRobert Graysore of Medford, Mass.,
sults up to about 300 yds.
The camper-cut who is a real
Set ycur iron fry-pan back
o-ver with a party c.f four are camping at
sub
from
using
a
more
powerful
rifle
3. Could a Co'.it Automatic pistol
lover of nature will enjoy roughing
the campfire so that it will be get Swetts’ camps on the West side.
be operated by a left-handed person
it in woods or on a lake or seashore,
ting hot—©lowly. Have a piece of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomley, Miss
G. T. D., Bainville, Mont.
without inconvenience?
fa* salt pork cn a long bandied fork, Alice Thomley and Master Howard but he should first make sure that
1. Which is the quickest powder,
Ans. Yes.
or stick, whittled to a point, with a Thomley of Pawtucket and Mr. and lrs physical condition renders it safe
3. Are automatic rifles considered the Ballistite, Infallible or Walsrodie, tiny notch in it to prevent
pork Mrs. Chester Tihomley cf Providence, for him to undertake the venture.
and is the Ballistite
affeeted
by
as efficient as the common rifle?
When in camp, every care should be
slipping off.
Have two big plates in wh have spent several
summers
dampness? Which is the fastest and
Ans. Yes.
readiness, and plenty of good syrup here, were at the Maples last week taken to avoid needless exposure and
hardest?
to observe the plain rules of health.
on band,—Karo Corn syrup, cr Map
They motored from
B. H . L ., H a rd in g , Mo.
Ans. Ballistite and Infallible are le syrup; maple sugar cakes, if you for two days.
Outfits should be
selected
and
t wish to buy a gun for outdoor practically ‘the same, being dense prefer, which can be melted up into St. Johnsbury, Vt., and planned to modes of living in camp should be
Walsrode is also a dense syrup as needed; molasses, if nec- spend Saturday night with Mr. and planned under advice of some ex
target practice.
It should be ac powders.
curate up to two hundred and twen powder, but is not quite so dense as jessary, or plain butter and brown or Mrs. George Lomas, who were here perienced person, and it would be
las* summer, but who are spending
ty-five yards, or better still,
two the other two. BaliiisticalLy there is white sugar.
well if such a one could be a mem
this summer at Lakeport, N. H.
hundred and seventy yards, as that Very little difference between there
ber of the camp company. A campThere are prepared pancake flours
Frank Adams o f Winchester, Mass.,
is about the distance at which most t ree powders, in fact the difference that are geed and easily handled, to
ine party should not be large; a few
who spent several seasons here with
of the big game is killed. Of course,
so slight that it can be entirely which a half cupful of corn
meal, his family a few years ago and his congenial companions are better than
the cartridges should cost not more d sregarded in choosing
between oatmeal, or graham flour may be ad
a crowd of unassimilated people.
You will get excellent results ded to give variety, from time to friend, Mr. Robinson of Boston were Properly prepared for and
tuan from cne and one-fourth cents them.
wisely
at
the
Maples
for
a
few
days
last
to two cents each.
Also, I would frern any one of the three.
time; then, there is the good olid-fash week on their way to the White carried out, a brief sojourn in tent or
like for it to be a large calibre so
cabin in the wilds should build up the
2. Will it hurt an autoloading shot* ioned pancake made of flour
and
that it would teach me to shoot with gun to shock 28 grains cf Ballistite baking powder, eggs and milk. Take Mountains.
average man or woman in bodily and
Hiram Drake cf Albany, N. Y., is
accuracy such heavy rifles as the o* Infallible in it?
two eggs, one tablespoonful butter the guest o f Dr. and Mrs. Bragg at mental health- and vigor and supply
.32 Special and .35.
Also give t’ e
a fund of pleasant recollections and
Ans. 26 grains is the heaviest load
Camp Morroco for two weeks.
best combinations of sights for the recommended by tbe manufacturers,
good spirits, for months succeeding.
Mr. Hopper of New York is ftlie
rifles you recommend.
Hew
are but 28 grains may be used if care
(Not a few hard 'workers in various
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bassett
for
a
these combinations?
Marbles Flex- is taken to see that practically all
fields attribute their staying power
time.
and success to the invigorating ef
tbe oil is removed from tbe maga
Philip O’Keefe of Boston is tbe
Pit
zine tube so that tbe friction will be
guest of Mrs. Parsons at Glen Cot fects of their annual look back to
wild nature.
To those requiring a
as great as possible.
The
extra
tage for a few days on bis way to
complete change of surroundings this
How to Treat Them
steel friction ring should als-o be in
Bethlehem, N. FI.
plan commends itself as a means be
A village doctor*once said: “ If my place.
Recent visitors at Camp Recreat
yond
compare of restoring worn-out
patients would take care of their lit
ion last week were, Mr. and Mrs,
tle ailments, they would seldom need O. Z., Deerfield, Wis.
nerves and jaded minds.
Chandler
Ham,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
me for a serious illness.” A head
The summer vacation season has
How old must one be to take cut
B. Hayden o f Livermore Falls.
ache, a disturbed stomach, a bilious
attack, a little indigestion, or a cold a hunting" license for rabbit, duck,
Oldie Payne cf Dixfield was the arrived once more and everybody is
again inquiring how anti where the
in its first stages, are not serious in squirrel, etc., in the State of Wiscon
guest of bis brother, Elmer E. Payne
themselves; the danger is in what sin?
Sunday and Miss Marion Noyes of period of rest and recreation can be
Oppo*ite State House, Boston, Mass.
they may lead to. Many New Eng
Ans. You must be 15 years old
Dixfield spent a few days with her spent to best advantage. Railroads
Offers room with hot and
land people have found a sure remedy
cold water for $1.00 per day
for these common ailments in “ L. F.” before you can take out a hunting
aunt, Miss Mary E. Payne at Camp are offering moderate rates to popu
lar resorts and are giving out circu
and up, which includes free
Atwood’s Medicine. They say it is license in the State of Wisconsin.
Wooglin.
use o f public shower baths.
like having a doctor in the home.
lars
showing where hoard may be
The ball game scheduled
with
Your family needs it. Just*say “ L. F.”
obtained
in village or on a farm, at
Nothing
to
Eqnal
This
in
New
England
.R.
N.
0.,
Fairmont,
West
Virginia.
Strong did not come off Saturday,
to your druggist. He will understand
_______________ _______ J.--------------------------- -—
seaside or among the mountains and
what you mean; he has calls for ii
I would like to have some infor
but
instead
tile
Wilton
team
came
Rooms with private baths
nearly every day.
for $1.50 per day and up;
mation on different cartridges used
in and wen from Weld 8 to 7. The lakes, at modest prices.—Leslie’®.
suites of two rooms and bath
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest in Colt’s New Service Revolver as
battery for Wilton was Thome and
for $4.00 per day and up.
store, or write today for a free sample.
Partridge Helps Agriculturist.
to accurate range, velocity and pen
Illingworth, with Sawyer going in in
Investigation in Germany has shown
FREE.— On receipt of a yellow outside
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
etration,
of
the
38-40,
44-40,
.44
Smith
the 6th to pitch.
Weld began with that the partridge eats the seed of
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
we will send one o f our Needle Books with a sc Wesson Special, .44 Russian
and
Millard Pratt and Louis Pratt, but many noxious weeds and insects de
Send for Booklet
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
.45 Celt.
Which do you consider
in every family.
Guy Pratt took his brother’s place in structive to plant life, therefore de
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en .
Manager,
the 8th and in the 9th struck out serves protection.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me. the best for power and all around us

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WELD PLAYS

COMMON AILMENTS

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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quit.; Minot M. Flagg o f Avon to ings, $3,000 con. (w ar.); Charles M.
William True and W. Henry True cf Bisbee to Fred O. W alker, land, $1
■val. con. (quit.); John Dcdds et at.
Phillips, $1 val. con., quit.
Sandy River P i t . —Prudence
E. to Andrew Ogiivie, land, $1 val. con.
Stetson of Sandy River Pit. to Sid (quit.); Otin R. Rowe to Edward T.
ney G. Hatley and Daniel F. Field Hoar, $1 val. con., war.
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Repairs W ill Be Made on Interior of Phillips, $1 val. con., war.; Orrin
F IE L D D A Y H E L D T O -D A Y
Pray of Phillips to Eugene L. Smith
A re delightfully situated on short o f Lake
of Church With Funds
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
of
Halllowell,
$1
val.
con.,
quit.
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
(C ontinued fro m page one.)
Obtained.
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Phillips— Charles N. Plaisted of
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
markets
are only 24 heurs away.
radius o f four miles furnish the best o f fly
Phillips to Cyrus M. Chapman of
fishing the whole season T he house and
He
gave
two interesting illustra
Chesterville,
$1
val,
com,
war.;
camps are new and have all m odern con ven 
(Special Correspondence.)
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
tions of the way the westerners ad
Charlies
E.
Twombly
of
West
Somer
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Rangeley, August 18.—Tire annual ville, Mass., to Lurh E. Twombly of vertise their country.
They held at
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
mid-isuimner fair cf the Ladies’ Aid Phillips, $1 val. con,, quit.;
Ervin the time of the meeting the Inland
was he'd Tuesday at the F. B, F. Parker of Phillips to Edna C. Empire Fruit Show.
Conservatively
Jackm an, Maine
H. P. M cK EN N E Y , P ro p rie to r.
Write for booklet.
church vestry.
'The vestry was at Austin of Dover, N. II., $1 val. con., speaking It ciciultl npt all have been
tractively decorated with golden rod, war.; Albert R. Sedge ley to Willard seen if a man travelled on foot stead
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish cat-o-nine tails and green and White Moody, $1 val. con., war,;
Most of the
Albert R. ily for twelve hours.
ing and huntiug. Send for circular.
bunting.
The bag and fancy table Sedgeley to Frank W. Hamden, $1 exhibits were in oar load lots, pack
GEORGE
H.
McKENNEY,
Prop..
RANGELEY, MAINE
guest of Miss Faye Warthley at Ken- val. con., war.; Frank W. Hamden ed in bushel boxes.
Caratunk, Me.
It was esti
nebago.
to Earl C. Hamden, $60, war.; Phil mated that it cost the exhibitors
Mrs. Frank Dennison and son o f lips Congregational Church by Tr. to $20,000 and the fruit was on exhibit
KANGELE1 TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Brewer are visiting relatives in town. John M. Teague, $1 val. con., war.; ion for 30 days.
On Rangeley Lake.
F I S H I N G
T h orou gh ly m odem . On direct autom obile
Tii© second illustration proves what
Rev. E. H. Prescott and family Milton J. Stinchfield et al. to Gran
route. T avam all year. Lake View H ouse
AT
have returned home after spending ville E. Mapidon, land, $1 val. con. they are doling and the way they do
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
it.
One day during the meeting a
J o h n © a r v i l l e ’s © a m p s
their vacation with
Mrs.
Mary (war.)
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
man
came
to the hotel and invited
Raugeley, Maine.
at S p rin g L ak e
Haines.
(New Vineyard—Fred O. Smith to
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
16
of
those
present to look at bis
Miss Eda Knowlton, who has been Helen S. Handily, $1 val. con., quit.;
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
orchards which were 16 miles away.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, RANGELEY LAKES
Anna
C.
Sprague
of
Farmington
to
the
guest
of
Mrs.
J . Sherman
Hoar
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
hats returned tp her home in Rock Ernest Keene, $1, Ar&l. con.; war.; He called them the Arcadia orchards
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria for free circular.
CAPT.
F.
C.
B
A
R
K
E
R
.
Bemis.
Maine.
Fred O. Smith to Edmund H. Rack .and they Avere 10 miles square, just
land.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
ready for bearing, cultivated, pruned
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Miss Georgiie Watson underwent a et t, $1 val. con., war.; Waiter H.
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
and not a spear of grass in sight.
Buckbeard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
very serious operation Sunday for Ramsdell of New Vineyard to Bertha
summer resort. Telephone communications with V IA RUMFORD FALLS
One man said to the owner;
‘ ‘ You
BeBt Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly appendicitis.
tillage nod doctor. References furnished- Terms
A.
Hubbard
of
Watertown,
Conn.,
$1
Drs.^ Bell, Colby and
fisning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
are
16
miles
from
the
railroad,
and
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO., Ross were in attendance. Miss Wat- val. con., Avar.; Fred O. Smith to LeJOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Upper Dam, Maine.
then 3,000 rnilea from the market;
land
F.
Look,
$1
val.
con.,
w
ar.;
Mat
arvn i c q ,+ TVr P nililiv'e a ttfl a. t r a i n e d
te E. Goodwin of Skcwbegan to Eliza what are you going to do with your
nurse is in attendance.
fruit?"
Fruit?” lie said with a
Biakeslee Lake Camps
Monette, little son cf Dr. and Mrs. beth Barker of New Vineyard, $1
IN THE RANGELEY REGION
twinkle in his eye, “ Fruit? Ave are
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
val.
con.,
quit.;
Fred
O.
Smith
to
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- A. M. Ross is ill at this writing and
not trying to sell fruit,
we are
A famous resort for anglers and hun half miles from the railroad and three-fourths it is Hioped he will soon
recover Marie L. Harris, land and buildings,
mite
from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
t r y in g to sell orchards.”
And they
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and lake and
$1 val. con. (Avar.)
Rates $12.50 to $15.00 per week; ids usual health.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, $2.50 perstream.
were selling them in 10 acre lots to
day. Booklet and references. For
H.
A. Furbish was at Farmington Freeman—Benjamin W. Lander of
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, particulars address
Eastern suckers.
Mr. Stetson said
Maine.
HBM ON S. B LACKW ELL,
Tuesday on business
Freeman to Hannibal Russell o f Far
that he tried to state conditions in
Dallas. Maine.
Mrs. F. G. McKenzie is working at mington, $1 val. con., war.; Currier
Maine as he saw them and the pos
the post office.
C. Holman of Farmington to W. Bur
W EST
END
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAM PS Mrs. Mary Haines was at Strong ton Small of Farmington, $1 val. con* sibilities of Maine from an industrial
and agricultural standpoint, and that
ON M ILLM AGASSETT LAKE
Wednesday.
quit.
HOTEL
although climatic
conditions Avere
Trout Fishing That Is Fishing. Post office was n charge of Mrs. Lyman Kemp
Weld— Leon F. Merchant of Weld
often against us that Maine is better
B . M. C A S T N E R , P rop ’r . address Ox Bow. Me.
ton, Mrs. A. M. Ross, Mrs.
Geo. to Jot/ham Merchant of Wilton, $1
than all of the 28 or mere states
Kempton; candy table, Mrs. Lafay quit.; M. Lorraine Coburn of Car
P ortland,
M aine
THE ANTLERS C A M P S
that he has visited and better even
In the fam ous Jo M ary coun try offers a first- ette Kempton, Mrs. C. H. Neal, Miss thage and Anna! K. Smith of Farm that that well advertised Great In
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for class
chance to go for Fishing. H unting or Ju«t Marion Quitmiby; apron table,
Mrs. ington to W. E. Parlin of W eld, $1
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports a Rest. It is an easy place to g et to and has
land Empire.
First-Class accomm odations. W e m ake a special Frank Kempton, Mrs. Hubert Spiller; val. con., Avar.; C. Judson Wentzel
men. All farm, dairy products, pork rate
Some of the early arrivals f r o m out
to summ er boarders. W rite for particulars.
flowers, Mrs. Chas. Cushman;
ice of Livermor e Falls to Wellington
LEON E. POTTER,
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
of town Avere:
Jessie
Hodgkins,
NORCROSS.
M AINE
cream,
Miss
Sarah
M.
Soule,
Mrs.
Kaulback of Weld, $1 val. con., Avar.;
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Master of the Excelsior
Pomona
Mary Marshall, assisted by Elizabeth Hannah M. Soule to Robert E. Plum
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Grange, Temple; Thomas Williams of
Oakes Florence Fletcher, Kathleen mer, land and buildings, $1 val. con.
American plan. Send for circular.
Weld; Geo. Task, Master of the N e A v
Stewart, Lavema Murphy; gift table, (w ar.); Esther M. Viming to Marquis
Vineyard Grange, W. E. Littlefield cf
Mrs. Childs, Mrs. H. A. Furbish; R. Neil and Nellie J. Neil, $1 val.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
Madrid and Dana Sweet and J. A.
The Belgrade. Beat Sportsmen’ s Hotel in New INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS white table, Mrs. E. P. MoCard, Mrs. con., war.; Ivan R. Sanborn of Weld
England. Beat black bass fishing in the world,
E. L. Haley, Mrs. Sherman Hoar. In to Fannie E. Howard of Wilton, $1 Norton of Avon.
test trout fisbing in Maine.
just
across
the
cove
from
the
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
tbe evening a fine literary aud mus val. con., AA-ar.
Mountain View House at the ical program was given as follows:
Temple— Lydia T. Ranger to Wil
AVON
Music,
Rangeley
Lake
House
liam
S. Hodgkins, $1 val. con., Avar.;
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
outlet of Rangeley lake.
For
orchestra Margaret B. Maltby of 'Montreal, Can
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, bafchThe W ill’s Crossing school reunion.
n g and mountain climbing. Separate carnQg tp f particulars, address
Reading,
Miss Emma Russell ada, u> Charles T. Hodgkins of Tem
ah parties, with special accommodations foanSbmVocal Solo,
Miss Helene ple, $1 val. con., war.; A. Randall AvfLl be held Wednesday, August 25,
lies. Sixteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing,
F. C . FOW LER,
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Duet,'Mrs. O. R. Rowe, H. O.
Savage to Leon W. Mosher, land, $1 in S-weeCs grove.
Autom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N
MAINE
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one OQUOSSOC,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bump and child
H untoon val. com. (war.)
mile from canip, where m otor boat will meet
Reading,
Miss Robertscn
parties. Map and booklet o f m y territory on
Strong— Charles W. Bell to Men- ren are visiting Mrs. Bump’s parents,
request.
Orchestra zor A. Will and Philip D. Stubbs, $1 Mr. aud Mrs. Timothy Sweet.
A D V IC E TO P E O P L E IN T E R E S T E D Music,
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman. Maine
Percy Cook is helping Harry Hunt
Mias Richardson val. con., quit.; William I. Smith to
Vocal Solo,
IN T H E F O X IN D U S T R Y .
Reading,
H arwood Child s John Hellen, $1 val. con., war.; Mark er of Soutli Strong finish his haying.
W ar or no war
Masters Roland and Kenneth Hunt
Vocal Solo,
Miss Sk olfield Gray to Harriet M. Johnson,
land,
Pierce Pond Camps
C.
B. Lewis, sales manager of Four
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
Reading with musical accompaniment $1 val. con. (A\rar.); Alton B. Tucker er are visiting their grandparents,
fishing. Best o f referenced furnished. Send Rogners Fur Co., offers the follow
Miss Richardson to David Richardson et al. land and Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cook. •
for circular. C. A. Spaulding. Caratunk. Me.
ing advice to investors who are in
Farmers are finishing haying in
Vocal Duet,
Tine Misses Helene buildings, $1 val. con. (w ar.); Clar
terested ini the fox industry.
tliis
vicinity after a very discouraging
Music,
Orchestra
ence
W.
Hewey
to
Charles
F.
Lewis,
Invest in a company controlled by
Go to
Despite the weather a goodly num land, $1 val. ccn. (AA-ar.); Kate Quioi- season so far as AA-eatlmr is concern
experienced breeders.
They know
BLAINE VILES’
ber was in attendance.
The lad by to George H. Beal and Alice F. ed, but a good crop has been
about production.
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS most
harvested.
ies
realized
about
$160
from
the sale. Beal, $1 val. con., war.
Insist on a company having only
Dead River,
Maine tbiorong.il bred stock. Stock that has Some repairs are to be made in the
Madrid— Eleanor P. Liibby to David
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom
Must R eturn Fallen F ru it.
David
up to date Produced on an average interior of the church and doubtless Bursiel, $1 vail, con., war.;
modations, Reasonable Prices.
I f the fruit from a person’s tre®
the good ladies will find a good use Bursiel of Madrid to Dana A. Stinch
the most valuable pelts.
Special Sunday Dinners.
falls on to his neighbor’s land the
field, Avar.; Arthur J. Chick of Mon
Insist on a company whose ranch for the funds thus obtained.
neighbor is not entitled to keep it, ac
Mrs. Edna Rolls and. daughter of mouth to Sidney G. Haley and Dan cording to English law. He must
ing is done by men of greatest ex
R ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
East
Peru
are
guests
off
Mrs.
Rolls’
iel F. Field of Phillips, $1 Ami. con., give it up on the owner demanding it.
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor. perience and success—There
is
a
R ound Mountain, Maine
war.; Andrew K. Wyman to John R.
bigger market and better price for sister, Mrs. Stephen Gotcbell.
Mrs. Margaret Murphy is visiting Wyman, $1 val. con., war.; Frank J.
their product.
Fashion Notes.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
D. Barnjum of Lynmfield, Mass., and
Insist preferably on a company her son, C. C. Murphy.
Short women should avoid much
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mrs. Lanse Wilbur who was operat William D. Hunt of Brookline, Mass., trimming on their skirts, says a fash
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca which has a number of foxes. Earn ed on recently a.t Dr. Colby’s lias so
to Fred IN. Beal of Phillips, $1 val. ion writer. Yes, and so should long
ings
will
maintain
a
more
even
aver
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
The company is usually strong far recovered as to be able to return con., quit.; Fred N. Beal to Franklin women if their husbands are short.—
Section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. age.
S. Chandler, $1 val. con., quit.; Frank Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
er financially.
All the
foregoing home.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Mrs.
C.
M.
Cushman
and
sons,
who
W.
Chick of Madrid to Sydney B.
provided you are buying fox stocks.
have been at Grant’s Camps for the Lamrabee off Portland, $1 val. con.,
If you wish to buy foxes: —
quit.
P A C K A R D ’S GA£\PS
Buy standard bred silver
black summer have returned.
Miss
Roberts
is
Visiting
her
sister,
Rangeley—Henry T. Kimball and
Rangeley Lakes
stock—absolutely guaranteed not to
Mrs. James Luddingtou.
Harry
A. Furbish to W aiter F.
produce
mongrel
foxes
of
inferior
Rangeley,
Maine
Miss Morn Loomis was a week-end Oakes and Henry W. Badger, $1
value.
Genuine standard bred pups
200 acres, situated on the north 9hore o f the
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
val. con., quit.; Mia.li E. Lamb of of
upper
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part cannot be purchased under $10,000 a
R
E
A
L
E
S
T
A
T
E
T
R
A
N
S
F
E
R
S
Wilton fco Wallace P. Hamm of Ran
pair—nor known breeders of highest
ridge and duck hunting.
geley, $1 val. con., Avar.; Guy W.
class at less than $30,000 a pair.
Transfers of Franklin county real Brooks of Dallas Pit. to Harry A .
Two miles from
You will have foxes offered you
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps “ just as good” at Lower prices. The estate rceorded at the office of Geo. Furbish of Rangeley, $1 val. eon.,
The ideal place to spend your vaca only reason anything is sold at a B. Oragin, Register of Deeds.
quit.; Temple E. Spaulding o f Jay
Frontage on the Lake o f half a mile, and com
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor lower price is because for some rea
Avon>—Malmla O. Morton to Fred to David A. Ladd o f Byrcn, $1 val. mands
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
Fred con., quit.; Guida F. Nile to Ira F.
son the low price is the most that Morton,, $1 val. con., war.;
tion. Write for booklet.
Morton to Hartley H. Field and Dan Huntoom and Bessie H. Humtoon., $1
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine can be secured for it.
the Lake. Two fine springs on the Estate.
To date the highest priced foxes iel F. Field, $1 vat. con., quit.; val, con., quit.; Fred B. Colby to of
Property fu lly equipped as a farm, and includes
Dexter W. Toothaker to Charles H. Charles F. Huntoom, $1 val.
cion.,
have
proved
to
be
the
best
ones.
the famous
VERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
Proof is found in the fact that they Peary, $1 val. com., war.; J. Frank war.; Lewis E. Bowltey to Winnie
at
William
B. A . Tibbetts, $1 val. con., Avar.; John
have paid the
highest
dividends. Orbeton of Avon to
SPECTACLE LAKE CAMPS
Carson of Phillips, $1 val. con., war.; L. plhiTbrick to Loeman W . Wilcox
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated Quality is the great factor in the
Terms reasonable. Address
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and fox industry, just as in ail enterpris William B. Carson of .Phillips to J. and Herbert A. Wilicox, $600, quit ;
references.
Frank
Adams
aind
Harry
L.
Lovejoy
C. Berme Ellis to Chas. B. Harris,
es, of merit.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
of Avon, $1 val. con., war.; Joel W. $1 val. con., war.; Nelson S. Hinds RANGELEY,
MAINE
Invest
in
nothing
but
the
best.
EU STIS,
MAINE
Carlton to Charles P. steward, land, o f Turner to Elmer Snowman, $1 val.
or
$1 val. con. (war.); Georgia Brann con., war.; Leon A. Robbins
and
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
S U B S C R IB E
NO W FOR
M A IN E of Oakland to W. F. Savage of Tem Ebem J. Harnden to John B. Madden,
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
82 Washington Square
ple, $210, war.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
$1 val. con., quit.; Ernest L. Hadley
W OO DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
MASS.
Dallas Pit.—Joseph J . Brackett to Clyde H. Ellis, land and buiild- SALEM,

Where To Go In Maine

MID-SUMMER FAIR
OF LADIES’ AID

YORK CAMPS,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE ~~
Beautiful Estate

Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley Lake House.
Magnificent Views

“ Ross Point.”

FURBISH & HERRICK,

MRS. LUCY H. BOWDOIN

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , A U G U S T 19, 1915.
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little daughter of Kiugfield, spent a local pastor suggested, a procession at Strong village one day last week.
At 7 p.
Mrs. Josie Dickey and Mrs. Nettie
fc-w days the first of the week with, tr. the Methodist church.
her sister, Mrs. Charles Richards and m. tine residents c f the nor till end of Fuller were calls ns in Freeman one
Main street were reminded of the day recently.
family.
David Richards* n is cutting hay
Rev. and Mrs. O. W. Peterson and Salvation Army, by seeing a gocdly
daughters, Alma and Hilda returned number marching to the church; head on the Kershner place.
Other Strong Items.
to their -home in New Castle Tues o'1 by the local pastor. A large gath
ering assembled.
Mr. Smith preach
day.
EAST WELD
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Look and ed from the words, “ The Master is
(Special Correspondence.)
come
and
calleth
fer
thee.”
Monday
son,
Berchard
are
s(pemdjmg
the
week
Strong, August 17.—Mr. and Mrs.
August 16.
opened well and the services were
Russell Lynn and little Virginia of at Dickey’S'cottage, Porter’s pond.
Dr. A. T. Wing started for Boston
of
a
very
high
order.
All
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Chandler
tock
Medford, Mass., were in town the
an automobile trip to Waterville Sun pleased to see and hear the Rev. J. in hds new Ford auto last Friday
first of the week calling cm. friends.
His fiancee, Miss Deborah
R. Clifford of Wilton.
His
fine morning.
day and called on friends.
Misses Lena and Emma Bunnell cf
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wyemouth and address on “ The three
Hebrew Warranow of Somerville, Mass., also
Phillips spent a few days witth Mirs. son from San Francisco, Cal., and children” was very helpful. At the his father, B. B. Wing of Antrim,
Walter Bradford and other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Newton of Solon children’s meeting to-day Miss Ninde« N. H., formerly of Weld intend to
in town last week.
were callers in town last week en showed great ability for this kind of return with him the last of the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Starbird and route to Freeman to visit their broth
work, her address on Christ as the week and will stay in this vicinity
family of Solon were in town Sunday, er, U. G, Weymouth. Mrs. Newton sun lighting up the world was uni fill after the Wing reunion, August
the guests o f C. V. Starbird
and was formerly Miss Virginia Wey- que.
If given fine weather the re 26.
family.
Mrs. Let tie Greene cf
Rutland,
maining days will he full of interest
meuth of Freeman.
Mrs. Scott Kingsley has been quite
Mrs. Ella Grover Dow of Phillips ing meetings. The sel edule as an Vt., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I.
ill the past week.
Miss
Mildred is in town visiting friends and at
nounced previously is likely to he H. Buker.
Braekley has been assisting her.
Mr. and Mrs. Bion Wing of Phil
carried out with the addition of a
tending campmeieting.
Rev. O. W. Peterson
cf
New
Walter Bradford and Harry Chand Methodist Lovefeasit next Sunday at lips, also his daughter, Mrs. Carroll
Castle spent the week-end with Mirs. ler were in Farmington Monday on 9 a. m.
The business end cf the True and her friend, Miss Marsden,
Peterson and children, who are visit
campmeeting is ‘likely to suffer both cf Auburn were in Weld Sun
business.
ing relatives here.
His many friend
Mr. Wing and his
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs and through weather of last Sunday.
If day the 9th.
are glad to welcome him back.
children and Mr. and Mrs.
E. F. those who were kept away because daughter called at I. H. Buker’s.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son
Mrs.
Howard tcok an automobile trip to of this and would remember the They came from Phillips in
Raymond, Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny and
True’s
auto
and
returned
via
Far
needs of the association by communi
New Sharon Sunday.
Mrs. Waiter Bradford took am automc,
Miss Edith Haimes o f
Lowell, cating with the local pastor, the Rev. mington and Strong cn account of bad
bile trip to Lewiston Saturday.
Mass., is visiting her cousin, Menzor John Dunstan, it would be appreciat road®.
Several from town
attended the
ed.
A word to the wise and in
A. W ill and wife.
Braekley reunion which was held at
Allen Campmeeting opened Friday terested is sufficient.
Lewis Brae Itley’s in Freeman last
Miss Florence Doughty of South
evening with a very helpful sermon
Thursday.
by the Rev. D. B. Holt, who gave Portland is visiting her friend, Mrs.
Miss A. G. Rogers of Greenville, a great exposition of the text, “ There* M. A. Will.
Me-, visited her sisiter, Mrs. F. H. fore being justified by his grace we
Dr. C. W. Bell and D. E. Leighton
Leathers a few days last week. have peace with God through our tock an automobile trip to Skowliegam
From here Miss Rogers and
Mrs. Lord Jesus Christ.”
The Crmpmeeting at Salem will be
Mr.
Reuben Tuesday.
Leathers, accompanied by another Smith the evangelist closed the meet
The many friends of Mis® Myrtle held from August 20 to August 29,
sisteh, went to A. L. Rogers
and ing and on Saturday led the after Pushee will be sorry to know she iis this year.
Soul stirring speaking
celebrated her 87th. birthday.
noon and evening meetings. We were quite ill at Dr. Bell’s hospital. She and ringing good music will be heard
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lisherness of impressed that given fine weather is cared for by a trained nurse.
here this year.
The following
Strattcn are visiting her
brother, his visit would prove of permanent
Raymond Starbird, Ralph Starbird
Charles Richards and family for a value to the community.
Sunday and Leslie Vining went to Jackman,
few weeks.
opened fine and by 10.30 a large next to the Canadian line, on a fish
Several from town attended
the gathering had assembled. Mr. Smith ing trip Wednesday of this week.
dance at New Portland last Friday preached to us.
Everybody
was
Mr. and Mrs. WaIter True a.re re- I
night.
pleased to see in the audience
a ceiving congratulationis over the ar
Msis Hattie Smith of Phillips is former minister c f Strong, the Rev. rival cf a baby to their home. Al
spending the week in town, the guest
O. W. Peterson and more pleased to though the little one weighed hut 2%
of relatives.
hear his name
announced fer the pounds it is said to be doing nice
Mrs. Jennie Hitchcock Weed of afternoon service.
While the child ly.
They are cared for 1 y Jlrs.
Portland is speeding a few weeks ren’s meeting was proceeding in the
Etta True.
in town.
! eh a pel the clouds gathered and by
Mrs. Walter Jones has been quite
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Libby and 2.15 “ the rain descended” and scat ill the past few clays.
tered the crowd, but as many as
Ralph Eustis has returned
from
Recuperation—there is not so much possible filled the little chapel, and Dixfield where he has been working.
The Burbank family reunion is tc
in the ordinary vacation as there is others steed on the piazza to listen to
“ Olh, be held on Saturday, August 21, with
in a single bottle of Hood’s Sarsap Mr. Peterson’s discourse on,
arilla, which refreshes the tired that I knew.where I might find Him. Mrs. Emily H. Dyer at Camp Donald,
blood, sharpens the dulled appetite, During the service the weather some near Knowltom’s Corner, Farmington.
restores the lost courage.
Take what cleared, but not sufficient to
guarantee an evening service, so the
Hood’s Sarsaparilla this summer.

ALLEN CAMP
MEETING OPENS

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE
H ood's
Sarsaparilla
removes
scrofula sores, boils and other erup
tions, because it drives out o f the
blood the humors that cause them.
Eruptions cannot be successfully
treated with external applications,
because these cannot purify the ,
blood.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes rich,
red blood, perfects the digestion,
and builds up the whole system. In
sist on having H ood’s. Get it now.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wills of Wil
mington, Mrs. Florence Sawyer and
J. Lord Howe, Kiugfield.
A cordial welcome await® the pub
lic.
Good accommodationis for all.
Meals at the bearding house, 25^.

CAMP MEETING
AT SALEM

R E U N IO N S

The 22nd annual reunion of the
descendants of Amos Stevens will be
held at the boarding-house cn the
Allen Camp Ground®, Strong, on Fri
day, August 27tb. Picnic dinner.
The Burbank family reunion is to
be held cn Saturday, August 21, 1915,
with Mrs. Emily H. Dyer at Camp
Dona’d near Knowiton’s Corner, Far
mington, Me.
PO M ONA G RAN G E M E E T IN G

A special meeting of North Frank
lin Pomona Grange No. 22, P. of H.,
will be held with Lemon Stream
Grange cf New Vineyard on Thurs
day, August 26till at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon.
Picnic dinner.
"Herne’s Oak-1*
There was a tradition, as old as
Shakespeare's time, tnat one Herne,
a keeper in Windsor park, hung him
self upon a certain oak tree and that
it was ever after haunted by his
ghost. Some say the tree was inad
vertently cut down in 1796., and others
that it stood until blown down in
1863. The British Encyclopedia rec
ognizes the legend without vouching
for its truth, and says that Queen
Victoria planted a young oak on the
spot where the old “Herne oak” blew
down in 1863.
Copper-Producing States.
Copper is produced in 19 states and
Alaska, the ore in all except five states
also containing gold, and in all except
twro silver.

EUSTIS

------- T H E --------

REV. C. E. DCTEY •

NEWSPAPERS
The Boston Fost
The Boston American
The Boston Transcript
The Lewiston Journal
The Portland Press

SUNDAY HOURS: 9 A . M.

to

1 P. M.

5 P. M . to 7.30 P. M .

YOU ARE SAFE WHEN Y O U TRADE AT PARKER’ S.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. 1 BEAL BLOCK
The

PHILLIPS, ME.
Store

August 16.
Mrs. Eva Arnold bas gene to R o u n
Mountain, to work.
Her sister, Inez
Parker is keeping house for her.
Miss Ina Love joy has returned to
The Sargent to c.cok after a vacation
of two weeks'.
Miss Mertie Small of Canton Point
i= visiting her father, Will Stubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughan have
returned to the Kiibby Camps.
Mrs. Cora Parnell has come out
from the sporting camps at Chain of
Ponds, where she has been cooking.
Mrs. Blanche Raymond of Stratton is
taking her place.
Mrs. Parnell is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Carroll Leav
itt.
Mias Ruth SPiller has returned to
North Anson after visiting her cous
in Mrs. Edison Sylvester.
Mrs. George Bryant’s brother from
Portland lias returned home, after
visiting her for two days. Her daugh
ter, Helen went home with him.
Clinton Meader is working at
Stratton.
Mr. and .Mrs. Scott Lockyer were
called here from New Hampshire re
cently.
They came with the remain
of tlheir little
Scott, Jr., whodied very suddenly.
The
remains
were interred in the Pine Grove cem
etery.
The funeral was held at Mr.
Lockyer’s .house.
Much sympathy is
felt for the bereaved parents.

TAYLOR HILL
August 17.
Will Rand of New Vineyard was
a caller at Frank R. Greenleaf’s one
day last week.
Lin wood Kuo eland visited his sist
er, Mrs. Hazel Partin at New Vine
yard Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Partridge and
son have been spending a few days
at Porter lake1.
The heaviest thunder shower
of
the season passed over here July 9,
washing the roads out badly.
No
other damage has been- reported.
Mrs. Ad die Vaughan was a caller

MAINE REGISTER
clergymen will be present: Rev. C.
E. Dctey, Presiding elder c f S'toneham, Mass., will have supervision of
the meeting; Rev. D. F. Burns of

1915-16 EDITION

I S S U E D A U G U S T 1st

It contains more' information
of value to Business and Pro
fessional Men of Maine than
any other Reference^Book of
its Kind.

*

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870 ’

Price $ 2 . 0 0 Postpaid

! G re n v ille M . D on ham
PUBLISHER

REV. G. A. WOCDOCCK

390

C o n g r e ss Street

PORTLAND,

Cambridge, Rev. L. W. Malcolm of
New Bedford, Rev. John Dunstan of
Strong, ard Rev. G. A. Woodcock,
Salem’s new and already
popular
young preacher, Evangelist C. C.
Moyer of Reading, Pa.; musicians,
Your Brain Must Have Pure Blood.

No more important physiological
discovery, has ever been made than
that the brain requires a due supply
of pure blood.
It is estimated that
this organ receives as much as o n e tenth of all the blood that is sent
from the heart—a great deal more
than any ether organ of the body.
If the vitality of the blood is im
paired, the blood then affords: the
brain an imperfect
stimulus and
there is mental and physical lan
guor, sluggishness or inactivity.
Pure blood is blood that is free
from humors, it is healthy blood, and
the term pure blood as it is general
ly used means bleed that is not
only right in quality but also in
quantity.
Hood's Sarsaparilla, makes
pure, rich, red blood.
This is one
of the great truths ahout this great
medicine.

-

«

M A IN E

OLD ORCHARD BEACH AND
PORTLAND
E X C U R S IO N

Sun., A u g . 2 2,1915
The SANDY

RIVER a .d RANGELEY LAKES
RAILROAD
Will sell tickets from their several stations
Saturday and Sunday, August 21st and 22nd with
return limit Monday, the 23i d, at the following
rates:
To Portland
To Old Orchard
and return
and return

Strong,
Phillips,
Rangeley,
Salem,
Kingfield,
Carrabasset,
Bigelow,

$2.10
2.50
3.15
2 50
2.65
3.15
3.15

$2.35
2.75
3.40
2.75
2.90
3.40
3.40

And on Sunday Aug . 22, 1915
A SPECIAL TRAIN
will leave Phillips at 5.00 a. m., stopping at all
above stations, connectirg at Fa»mington with
Maine Central Special Train leaving Farmington
at 6.00 a. m. due Portland at 9.25 a. m.. Old Orch
ard at 10 00 a. m.
Returning from Farmington, Monday, August
23rd, by regular trains.

SEE THE GRAND OLD OCEAN!
ENJOY A SEA BREEZE!
Plan to visit Portland and Old Orchard by the
Last Seaside Excursion from your Section for
1916, on Sunday. August 22nd.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager
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cemetery and return.
live in the State museum; it is un the 4th side of the new
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Carl HagA
good
fortunate tii,at an aquarium has not fence Friday’ afternoon.
gan
are sorry to learn of the criti
number
responded
and
worked
with
a
been provided before.
The State
of their little daughter,
museum bam excellent exhibits
o f will and a fine job was accomplish- cal illness
BY LONG D IS T A N C E .
Dr. C. W. Bell' of Strong
deer and moose, as good as can be ed, after which the ladies gave them Myrtle.
seen in America; the best exhibits an oyster supper at the cliub rooms. was called Sunday in consultation
If There's Any T ru th Here it's a Mistake.
be with- Dr. E. C. Higgins, the attending
of fish are living specimens and since A little more cementing i& to
Maine boasts the nation’s greatest, dene and the remainder painted when physician.
Got any news to-day Clara?.. . . No, that’s Tight, there doesn’t seem
This fence has
sportiest, and most accessible supply all will be complete.
to be much, going o n ....D o c . Higgins was summoned to court Tuesday
of game fish as well as its greatest cost the club $400 besides all the
....y e s , he talks an awful lot, they said he got going and talked for
supply cf big game animals the Sthte labor which has been given, but it
about an hour before the judge could shut him off, couldn't anybody
can well afford to maintain the a- certainly is handisome aind an orna
else get a word in edgewise.. . . yes, lie’s an awful talker.. . . I’m going
The Now’ and
quarium in which to show specimens ment to the town.
down to the village Saturday and lock around the stores, they still
Then
club
justly
feel
proud
of It and
of its far-famed tempters of summer
have some bargains and the fall goods are coming in ....y e s , they re
visitors.
The exhibit, it is thought, great credit i» due them.
selling some'awful pretty things. . . . No, I didn’t go to the dance las t
Phillips, Maine.
For some time much annoyance
will be well worth the expenditure of
week, the music is awful p oor... .wish they would have something dif
has
been
caused
by
not
being
able
ferent. . . . I’ll probably go this week th o u g h . .. .one has to go some wo ere just what it will add to the museum to ring the held on the Union church.
as a museum and will be worth many
once in a while___ Well, good bye....... good bye.
(To he continued.)
times its cost for its value as an ad Thifough the efforts of Mrs. Fountain
vertisement of the wealth of game one has been purchased and wo® put
in place by Easter Rablbins.
Those
last winter at the Tavern and is fish in the Pine Tree State.
that gave money’ for the
Union,
this summer at Kennebago
Lake
church bell' rope were: Mr. and Mrs.
House wras here on Wednesday to
George Fountain, Mr. and Mrs. Elias
meet her mother, Mrs. Wm. J. Nice,
EAST MADRID
Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Whitney,
Jr., who will spend several weeks at
P H IL L IP S
M E.
Mrs;. Minnie Bap-ris, Mrs..
Martha
Kennebago.
August 16.
All
orders
by
mail
or
in
person
Other Notes from the Tavern
The following party, who are at
Mrs. Cora Wheeler and Miss Jen Heath., Bert French, Edgar Smith,
promptly
attended
to.
The Birches wrere here Friday
on nie Wheeler are guests cf Mr. and Walter Lovejoy, Laforest Ellsworth.,
their way for a camping trip to Cam Mrs. Charles Cross of Kingfield for a Mrs. Effie Jones, William Pease, Mrs.
(Special Correspondence.)
Among the Clouds on Saddleback week.
Mertie Tasli, Frank Leary,
Clara
The Tavern, Rangeley, August 10.
Mountain:
Chas. W. Gardiner, Rob
Baker.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Dyer
of
Phil
— ‘‘The same here as
everywhere,
ert N. Gardiner of Boston, Mrs. T. lips are visdtinig Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
rain and mere rain and rain,” said
Richardscn, Mrs. Wm. C. Watt, Miss Gould for a few days.
Headquarters for everything
Identifying Aeroplanes.
one of the automobile parties who
E. B. Watt, W. K. Johnson of Phila
At the height of 2,000 feet all aero
We believe Solon Mecham is the
in the hardware line
landed as the water seemed to be
delphia and Miss E. R. Seabury of first one to finish haying in this planes look very much alike, and
coming down in great big buckets
West Orange, N. J.
troops would be liable to fire at their
Piace.
Several are nearly done.
fulL
The weather seems to be the
and Blacksmith’s
own
machines when they passed over Lumbermen's
From far aw’ay San Juan, Porto,
Merle Wentworth is stoppling with
general subject of conversation these
head were they not all decorated with Supplies, Doors, W indows, Stoves,
Rico, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Banigan, Ezra Wheeler for a few days.
days, yet the tourists keep coming
an emblem to proclaim their nation
children and nun&e have come
to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Harwood of ality.
Tinware, Plumbing G ood s, Sport
and going in all directions.
remain for August and perhaps until Portland are at Barnjum for a time.
We are sorry to report that the October.
ing G oods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
They express themselves
"sou of Harreti Beadier Stowe, a re as greatly pleased with this
place
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
DISTRICT NO. 2
tired Congregational clergyman, Re
AVON
and we hope will enjoy a delightful
Automobile Supplies, etc.
Charles Edward Stowe c f New York, summer.
who came her© several weeks ago,
Miss
Edith
Morton
w
ra®
the
guest
Mr. and Mrs. Tlheo. F. Spike of
August 17.
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
hoping to quickly recover his health, Philadelphia are happily located here
of Mrs. Charles E. Dill a few’ days
Henry Jensen of Phillip® lias leas
prices and give our customers the
hag not been as we.ll of late and is for the remainder of the month.
last week.
ed the H. M. Sew<all farm and is
benefit of the same.
in the care of a trained nurse. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Seward McKenney of
Mrs. Charles E. Grant and little moving his family.
Hilda Stowe came last week
aud son from Upper Dam are here en
Farmington were Sunday guests of
Mrs. R. M. Crocker i® moving her
spent several days with her father, route for Farmington, where Mrs.
their nephew’, C. H. McKenney and
household
goods to the home of Nath
who as soon, a® the weather is pleas
family.
Grant is to attend the 25th anniver an Stilphen.
ant expects to be out of doors.
Mr. J. S. Wing took dinner with
sary if the graduation of her class
William Grover has been in this
Mrs. J. N. Packard and sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kinney one day
of the Farmington State Normal section several days assisting
his
Mis® A. D. Mower of Auburn, have
last w’eek.
school.
mother in moving her goods from the
returned home after a pleasant
Mr. N. B. Nile is visiting his cous
M,r. and Mrs. F. J. Adams
and 'Sewall farm.
week’s stay.
ins, W. F. Brackett and Mrs. M. J.
daughter of Boston are among those
Ernest Kennedy moved
Saturday
McKenney this w’eek.
Coming from their home in their here for a few days' stay.
from the Mill house to John Adams’
touring car, Mjv and Mrs. Walter E.
Master Harry Calden
recently
The many friends of N. H. Ellis boat house at the head of the pond.
Houghton and son, Walter E. Jr., and of Lake View Farm will be most
caught a trout which measured 13
Mrs. Marion E. Phillips of Kingdaughter, Miss Nancy A. of Stan pleased to learn that he has re
inches in length and weighed one
'field visited her son, Frank
and
ford, Conn., spent part of the week turned home from the hospital and
pound.
family at lBue Meadow Farm last
at tliis hotel.
Mrs. Esma Hewey of Dry’ den wTas
is now fast regaining his health.
week.
Perley Phillips and
Miss
called to Madrid Monday, owing to
Miss Ann E. Armstrong of Jersey
Hazel Sargent also spent
several
the serious illness of her little niece,
City, N. J., enjoyed a ten days’ out
days at home.
Myrtle Haggon.
ing here while visiting the RangeSchool in Mt. Blue district opens
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Garnish of Au
leys for the first time.
August 30, with Mis* Hazel Sargent
burn are passing tlheir vacation with
Touring from Kineo en route for
of Phillips as teacher.
the White Mountains, Mrs. G. A.
and
Only a few farmers in this section their daughter, Mrs. Charles McKen
ney and family.
Nash, Mis® Nash, Miss Marie Nash,
STRONG - MAINE.
The aquarium authorized by the have finished haying,
Miss Pearl Kemp ton o f Farmington,
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Weed, Miss Dor 77th Legislature for the State mu
Howard Davenport of Phillips, Guy
othy Weed of Cambridge,
Mass., seum in the Capitol is to be built S. Pope of Danvers, Mass., and Mr. wiio has been visiting her cousin,
Mis® Mildred Kempton in W est Phil
were here for the past week waiting soon.
It was feared for several Voter of Phillips were at Mt. Blue
lips w’as the guest of Mrs.
Ada
for the cloud® to roll by.
weeks succeeding the date upon which pond on a fishing trip.
Haley in this district a few’ days.
Miss Marie G. Hopkind and I. D. the law providing for the aquarium
Miss Belle Phillips, who is doing
Eugene Hinkley, who is putting in
F. Lansing of Albany, N. Y., spent became effective that the Governor table work at the Elmwood lliotel,
the abutments for the new iron
Office over National Bank.
teD days here while
touring the and Council would not approve the visited at her home a few days.
bridge wiiich is being built near the
lakes.
A party of 10 boys from a camp in
expenditure of money and as the
Phillips,
2
Maine
Samuel T. Wellman, a weLl-knowm money for the department of inland West Mt. Vernon were at F. A. Phil West Phillips church, is boarding at Both 'Phones
Norman
Calden’s.
gentleman of Cleveland Ohio, and a fisheries and game is expended un lips’ Wednesday.
They walked all
Mis® Mae Marston, who has been
former Maine man, in company with der the direction of the Governor and tlie way, having a team to 'haul
hi® nephew,. S. K. Wellman
have Council the aquarium would not have their supplies. After resting a short at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bion
J. BLAINE MORRISON
greatly enjoyed th-e past week fish been built without their consent. The time they climbed Mt. Blue and Wing for several days returned to
ing on the old grounds, with
the commissioners have been instructed spent the night, returning to the her home in. Auburn Saturday, Mrs.
“ same old guide,” Vid Hinkley. Mr. to go ahead with the work, however, farm the next morning where they Florence True taking her a® fair as
Wellman has not forgotten howr to and within a short time a beautiful built a campfire and prepared their Farmington in her auto.
Mrs. Florence True took an autom ~« Beal Block. Phillip* Fire and Life Inanraae
lure the game fish, although
he exhibit of live sport fish will be seen dinner and then started on their long
caught none over 3 pounds and each in the State museum.
jaunt home, a tired and happy crowd bile party to the Old Home Week re
union in W eek’s Mill®
Wednesday,
afternoon would take a trip in his
The exhibit will comprise, Curator of boys.
August 11.
Those who were in the
car over to Quimby Pond and cast James thinks, specimens of trout,
party were Mr. and Mrs. Bion Wing,
the fly, catching “hundreds of them” salmon, bass, perch, pickerel and pos
Charles Bnow’n of Haverhill, Mass.,
SALEM
to return to the water.
sibly other fresh wrater game fish. No
DENTIST
and Miss Mae Marshon cf Auburn.
Prof. Joseph. D. Vaughan, principal sea fisih will be exhibited.
There
Last Friday Mrs. Florence True,
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
Evenings by
of the Range ley High school cf Nor- are splendid mounted specimens of
August 15.
accompanied by Mrs. Nellie
Wing, appointment.
ridgewock and hi® bride were here Maine game fish on the walls of the
Mrs. H. H. Rice of Boston has
this week receiving congratulation® State museum, cf a size so large it come to Mt. Abram, cottage for a Miss Mae Marston, Mrs. Helen Toothaker and grandson, Master Maurice,
and best wishes of friends.
They
would be impracticable to keep their few weeks.
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pukpmotored to Bald Mt. Camps and were
capje by auto, accompanied by Mr.
Mrs.
Queenie
Everett
of
Lawrence
equals in an aquarium. These serve
dinner guest® o f Mr. and Mrs. Fred wood wanted, delivered at any station
and Mrs. E. H. Vaughan.
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R .
t.o show what prizes Maine winters Mas®., arrived at Heathlands, Wednes
Toothaker.
In the afternoon by the between Farmington and Rangeley and
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McCarty cf
will at time® yield.
There are also day.
between Strong and Sal^jp.
Bath were here for a few days this
Mrs. Sadie Gilmore and sons of courtesy of Mrs. Fred Toothaker they
mounted fish of the size captured
ail
enjoyed
a
trip
by
boat
to
Bemis
week.
A. W . M cL e a r y , Phillips, M e
every day in Maine lakes and rivers. Lawrence are visiting Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. F. -G. Nichols
of
Jones.
It has long been desired that these
Rochester, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. K. C.
S. Kingsley of Strong was a busin
exhibits might be augmented by liv
motor oils possess unrivaled durability and
Atticks of Brookline, Mass., tarried
ess caller in town Saturday.
ing specimens.
lubricating proprieties.
here part of the week, while touring
Campmeeting opens Friday evening
It js altogether seemly that the
through Maine.
Maine game fish should he seen a- with a host of good workers. Every
oils give the highest mechanical efficiency
The friends of Mis® Katherine Nice
body cordially invited.
obtainable as evidenced by maximum power
of Ogontz, Penn., who spent
all
The N owt and Them club invited
delivery and minimum wear of parts.
the men of the town to help erect.

HEARD OVER THE FARMERS’ PHONE

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
Cemetery Work of all Kinds

SON OF NOTED
AUTHOR ILL

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN

A new line of Dressers of
all descriptions.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

NEW AQUARIUM
FOR STATE

Phillips,

-

Maine

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

A tto rn ey - a t - L a w

Dr. W . J. C arter,

5000 Cords

V

BIG SURPRISE TO MANY
IN PHILLIPS

Local people are surprised at the
QUICK results received from simple
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc.,, as
mixed in Adler-i-ka, the German ap
pendicitis remedy.
E. H. Whitney,
druggist, states that this simple rem
edy antisepticizes the digestive sys
tem and draws off the imipuritties so
thoroughly that A SINGLE DOSE re
moves sour stomach, gas on the
stomach and cons’tipation INSTANT
LY.

P IM P L E S ,

S K IN B L E M IS H E S ,
ZEM A CURED.

EEDOL

oils are the only lubricants in the world which
have been developed and chosen by the com
parative results o f acutal service tests.

EC

No odds how serious, how long
standing your case, there’s blep for
you in every particle of Dr. Hob
son’s Eczema Ointment.
It wipe®
out all trace of your ailment, and
leaves your skin clean and soft as
a child’s.
Hundreds of users have
sent voluntary letters of thanks. Just
try one box.
It will mean freedom
from suffering and embarrasement.

ROLLINS & BEAN,

Upper Village,

Phillips, Maine

• A GOOD BUSINESS FOR SALE

The Batchelder Bakery has been closed, on account
?• si^ ness. apd is for sale. A good business is estab
lished, and it is a fine chance for the right one.
H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l l i p s , M e .

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A U G U S T 19, 1915.

"HOME TIES”

August 6, and have received good Tufits, died at her home on Maple ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Moores far
A R E Y O U R K ID N E Y S W E L L ?
patronage and words' of commendat street early Friday morning at the a week past.
ion in all places.
This week they age of 69 years,
the
immediate
Mrs. Sophromia Walton of Lowell, Many Phillips People Know the Im 
will give the drama at Stratton and cause o f death being blood poiscndinig, Mass., who lias been
visiting her
portance of H ealthy Kidneys.
Rangel,ey, Wednesday and Thursday although she had been in poor health niece, Mrs. Albert Sedge-ley and fam
State Road Being Built— Other evenings and will be accompanied by since three years ago when she suf ily has gone to Wilton wliere she
The kidneys filter the blood.
the Peerless orchestra
which will fered a slight shock.
Mr. and Mrs. wiLl visit a time before returning to
Kingfield Notes
They work night and day.
play for the drama and dance. The Tufts came lie re 22 years ago. Four her home.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
following is tlie cast of characters:
years later Mr. Tufts died.
Mrs.
Will Gates and Albert Sedgeley
(Special Correspondence.)
Weak kidneys allow impurities to
Martin Winn, with memories of
Tufts leaves eight children, Jennie finished haying last week.
multiply.
Kingfield, August 17.—rJohn Tliampthe past,
Freeland Savage Durrell, E. V. Tufits, Mrs. Bert Dol
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates and D.
No kidney ill should be neglected.
son returned to 'has home iin West
Leonard Everett, a son of
bier, Mrs. Lottie Watson, Mrs1. Ar W. Toothaker were in Farmington
There is possible danger in delay.
Newbury, Mass., (Monday noon.
the soil,
Linwood Hosley thur Jackson, Roscoe Tufits and Har last Friday.
If you have backache or urinary
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Carville have Harold Vincent, from New York,
ry Tufts, all of whom live in town,
Miss ^Eleanor Moore and
Master troubles,
been visiting friends in West KingCurrier Weymouth and Mrs. Nellie Potter o f Pawtuck Clarence Moore of Rangeley
came
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn
field.
Josiah Tizzard, an umbrella
et, R. I.
Beside the children there Sunday for a few weeks’ visit with out,
The friends of William Howe and
mender,
Cloyd Small are to mourn her loss' two brothers', their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Begin treating your kidneys at
Emmons Hutchins gave them a sur Ruth Winn, Martin’s daughter,
Edwin Sargent of Somerville, Mass., Wm. Moores and other relatives cn once;
prise birthday party Friday evening.
Esther Savage and Frank Sargent of California, a the Hill.
Us© a proven kidney remedy.
Twenty friends were present at the Alma Wayne, hieT friend from
half brother, Ellinaer Chick of Chelsea,
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney
Brick Castle.
Each was presented
the city,
Thelma French Mass., and several grandchildren and
Pills.
REED S MILL*
with a birthday cake. Refreshments Aunt Melissa, Martin’s sister,
great grandchildren. The funerail was
Recommended by thousands.
of ice cream and cake were served.
Clarice Weymout held Sunday frem the Baptist church,
Proved by Phillips testimony.
Music, and games were enjoyed.
Mrs. Poplin, a widow with a pen
Rev. A. G. Murray officiating. The
August 17.
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips says:
The new house on upper Main
sion and “ symptoms,”
members of the Carrabasset Rebekah
A good sized, audience listened last “ My back pained me constantly for
street, owned by L. F. Hutchins will
Mrs. L. P. Hosley Lodge of which Mrs. Tufts was a Sunday to a very impressive sermon
six months and was very stiff and
be ready for occupancy the last of Lindy Jane, who “helps around,”
member attended in a body.
Inter bv our talented young preacher, Miss sore.
I was tired most of the time.
the week.
'
Lucile Vc»e ment was at the Sunny side cemetery. Lillian Leathers.
On
a
friend’s
advice, I got Doan’s
Winfie Lander cut his foot quite
Guy Hamden, wife and two child
In the afternoon Miss
Leathers Kidney Pills. After using two boxes,
badly with an axe Monday, necessit ren of Boston, wiho (have been visit
Preached in the Grange
hall
at the pains and tired feeling left me.
WEST FARMINGTON
ating several stitches to close the ing Hi's uncle, Silviro Sprague left
Madrid village.
Quite a number
Doan’s Kidney Pills have myy highes
wound.
Friday for Canada, where they will j
from Reed’s Mill attended the ser endorsement.”
August 15.
The installation of electric Mights visit Mrs. Hamden’s mother.
vices.
Price 50£, at all dealers.
Don’t >
Otto Whitney from New York is
in the K. of P. ihaM was commenced
Remember the services at West
Miriam Schafer visited in Rangeley
visiting his mother, Mrs. N. E. Rang Phillips chapel at 3 p. m. next Sun simply ask for a kidney remedy—
Monday.
the last of the week.
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—tlie same
er.
J. M. Dolbier has taken the Barnday.
Mns. Sam Williamson and little
that Mrs. Kennedy had.
FosterClinton
Smith
lias
purchased
a
jum hay and the hay at the Spring
All glad to see Miss Hazel Webber Milhurn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
daughter, Nancy, who have been at Ford oar.
Farm to cut.
at church Sunday, after being
in
George Townsend’s where Mr. Wil
There 'Nill be no sen ices at the Farmington for some time, attending
Children’s Sunday was observed in
liamson works have returned home.
church for the next three Sabbaths a summer school for teachers.
the Uni versa list church last Sunday
Miss he lived on the old Stanley home
Bertha Hunt of Worcester, Mass., the paster is away on his vacation.
by special music.
In the evening
Webber will teach the Stowers’ stead now occupied by J. M. Dol
bier.
In 1901 he laid out a part of
All are gLad to have Thomas Davis school.
an illustrated lecture of “ The Pas is visiting at R. A. Huse, Jr’s.
his
farm
into Stanley Avenue and
He has been living on
Roy Litchfield cut liis finger quite back again.
sion Play'' was given.
Next Sun
There will be a pie supper at
day evening there will be another il badly while working in the mill for the east side.
Morrill W ing’s August 24. Ice cream Rax bury street and built lids present
Frank Harris was quite ill last will be for sale.
lustrated lecture, the subject of while W. D. French Thursday.
This is to helip residence c,n Stanley Avenue, which
his
Peerless orchestra held dances at week, but is better at this writing. pay the minister’s salary. AIL come street was soon built •up by
lias not been announced.
brother,
Isaac
Stanley
and
other
v
He
is
cared
for
by
Mr.
Reed
from
Harry Tufts was called home from Rangeley and Stratton Wednesday an
and lend a helping hand.
citizens.
Lewiston.
Squirrel Island by the serious illness Thursday evenings.
About 30 years ago lie was married
A union service was held at the
Mrs. Brackett and daughter, Elean
of his mother, Mrs. Emily Tufts.
MADRID
to
Miss Laura J. Landers, daughter
Free
Baptist
church
last
Sunday
even
or
W
eeks
and
Mrs.
Brackett’s
moth
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Mr. Stanley was educated in the
Norma Dyer was in Farmington field house for several weeks have tl.e pastor, after which the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kinney are
public schools of this place and has
assumed
a
social
character.
the last of the week to take the returned to their Hnome.
stopping with her parents, Mr. and
always lived here with the exception
S.
R.
Norton
is
slowly
recovering
Mrs.
Julia
Carter
of
Norwalk,
Ohio,
teacher’s examinations.
Mrs. A. L. Huntington.
of four years in Newton,
Mass.,
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in
the
Dry
from
a
load
of
hay
three
weeks
ago,
Mrs.
Mary
Small
Thursday.
beep in Farmington for some time
were represented in the meeting at
Plate factory witih his brothers, F.
Mrs. Lida Parker of Farmingtcn is although it will be some time before Madrid village last Sunday.
returned home Saturday.
E. and F. O. Stanley.
Ben be will be as strong as he was be
Misses Hazel Cushman, Lena Page staying with her sister, Mrs.
Harry E. Beriy and wife visited
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Norton
is
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his
Lander
on
Fineetman
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for*
a
a id Lillian DurreLi, who have been
Herbert Lufkin’s family recently.
leaves a wife, Mrs. Laura Stanley,
father on his farm work a few days.
attending the summer term of the short time.
two daughters, Agnes L., whi is em
ALgie Whitney has finished his hay
Horatio Woodcock is superintend
Farmington Normal school returned
O B IT U A R Y .
ployed in H. S. Wing’s law office;
ent of the state road being
built ing on his hack farm and has re
home last week.
Apphia J. ,a student in the Kingfield
turned
to
Farmington
with
his
fam
BAYARD TA YLO R S TA N LE Y
He has $5,000 tc
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Brackley of near Long Pond.
High school; one son William
S.,
Norridgewock are at Tufts Pond for expend and more if needed to com ily.
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at
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Mr. and Mrs. Ira Davenport
of
Mr. Stanley was hern in Kingfield, whom were present at the funeral.
They will go from here Phillips -were at John Dunham’s Sat
Mrs. Henry Lufkin and granddaugh this week.
Mr. Stanley was a man of kindly
April
24, 1861, the youngest son of
to
Spring
Lake
to
visit
another
broth
ter, Methyl Morris are visiting in
urday.
er, John Carville, proprietor of Spring James McCourt and son of Strong Solomon and Apphtia (French) Stan disposition, wh.o had no enemies and
Leeds.
ley, a descendant of the first settlers was highly esteemed by everybody.
T. M. Pinkham and family have Lake Camps.
are w'orking for M. G. Bubier.
of Kingfield. His grandfather,, Squire He ■wilLl be missed by a large circle
Lena Page is teaching school at
moved to the old home farm
in
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunham and Solomon Stanley came here from of friends.
Starbird’s Comer, Strong.
Freeman.
Miss Ferris of Phillips were guests
The funeral services were held,
Cloyd Small has accepted a posit of Mr. and Mrs. John Dunham over Winthrop about the year 1809. Both
Mrs. F. J. D. Bamjum is in Bos
liis father and grandfather
were from the house Wednesday morning
ion tci teach in the town of Anson, Sunday.
ton this week.
prominent town officials for many at 10 o’clock, Rev. Otis Alvord of
Miss Carrie Gilbert was in Far the term to begin August 23.
Mr. and Mrs. John ■Hinkley
and
Solomon Stanley built the Dover officiating.
Miriam Schafer is teaching for children of Madrid were at M. G. years.
mington Monday.
first
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in town on the site of the
The rural drama “ Home
Ties,’ ’ Florence Weymouth at Freeman Cent Bubier’s Sunday.
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present
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mill.
er
for
four
weeks.
which is primarily a character play,
W OO DS A N D
R EA D A L L
M’Stanley’s
business
was
that
of
Mrs. E. J. Voter is visiting her
was given- by local talent at French’s
T H E LO C A L N E W S .
a farmer and undl a few years ago
hall Tuesday evening, August 19th to sisters, Mary E. Small and Lydia J.
TORY HILL
a full house.
Five of the players Voter.
Mir. and Mrs. Elmer Davis were in
had never taken part in a drama
August 17.
before.
All took their parts very Portland over Sunday.
Mrs. Dr. Matthew of. Providence, R.
W. P. Watson and. wife entertain
well and received much applause and
1., and Rev. Grace Stanley of Bos
Louis
laughter dn the several acts.
Miss ed Mrs. Wratson’,s brother,
ton are spending a few weeks with
TELEGRAPHY
BUSINESS
Savage was leading lady
in
the Par sens of Boston and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Leland Peary cm
SHORTHAND
serious parts of the play. Mr. Sav George Thomas of New York, Mon F ive ELms Farm.
W A P A Y M E N T I N A f ) V A N f F has been the policy of this instution for thirty yearsH U r A U f l d l i 111 i\ U 1
We recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina
age an old man, L. P.
Hosley a day.
tion o f the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. Do not wait for a
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Hutchins and
more convenient season—it will not come.
Mrs. Estelle Tufts still
remains
prosperous farmer and the leading
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Hutchins were
AUGUSTA
BANGOR
Mrs. Jcihn Quint is caring
PORTLAND
man, Mr. Weymouth represented “ on very ill.
callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey
for
her.
of them deeds” from the city, Miss
Sampson last Sunday. *
Mrs. Elsie Tufts McKenmey of WatWeymouth a middle-aged lady, Misis
Leslie Sti-noilfield is
collecting
French a coquette.
The
comedy ervii'lie, who has been visiting rela cream on the Hill for the Strong
parts were taken by Miss
Lucille tives in town, returned to her home factory.
Vbse, a negreS's, Mrs. L. P. Hosley Wednesday.
Miss Vivian Hood returned from
Several auto loads went to Stratton
a very inquisitive widow and Cloyd
Beli’s (hospital, Strong, last Thurs
Small.
Mr. Hosley and Mr. Wey- Wednesday night to attend the drama day and is gaining nicely.
Mrs.
moutf were lovers of Esther Savage. and daince given by the Kingfield Geo. Hood remains very ill.
This company presented the drama Dramatic Club.
Mrs. Florence Newton and little
Mrs. Elizabeth Clark Lewis
and
at North Anson July 28, at Strong
son, Dexter of Westbo.ro, Mass., are
August 2, at Wilton August 4, Leeds child o f Portland, Oregon are visit visiting her mother, Mrs. Will Hood,
Center August 5, Keenes
Corner ing at Hunnewell’s.
and other relatives for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Arden© Blake of Far
Mrs. Evan Hutchins returned from
mington were callers at Ben Land
a visit withi relatives in Jay, August
N O T IC E .
er’s Sunday.
6.
She wais accompanied by her
Mrs. Frank Huff of Boston, Mass.,
sister, Mi'ss yerna Enskiine
for a
The subscriber hereby gives notice and Mrs. John Davenport of Fay
that she has been duly appointed ad ette, Maine, who have been visiting short visit.
Mi,ss Edna Moores of South Strong
ministratrix of the estate of . Bion at William Gurley’s for a few days
has been the guest of her grand,parp . Stevdns,
late
of
Kingfield, have returned to their homes'.
in the
County
of
Franklin,
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Jackson of
Lendall
deceased, and given bonds as the New Portland visited at
law directs. All persons .having de Carvilie's Tuesday.
When your shoes pinch or ,your corns
and bunions ache so that your are tired
mands against the estate of said de
all over, get Allen’s Foot-Ease, the
O B IT U A R Y .
ceased are desired to present
the
standard remedy for the last 25 years,
same for settlement, and all indebted
and shake it into your shoes. It will
E M IL Y E T T A S A R G E N T T U F T S
thereto are requested to make pay
take the sting out of corns and bunions
and give instant relief to Tired, Aching
ment immediately.
Sold every
Kingfield, August 17.—Emily Etta Swollen. Tender feet.
Lillian E. Stevens.
where, 25c. D o n 't Accept any substitute.
Sargent,
widow
of
the
late
Alvin
July 20, 1915.

GIVEN

I6E eR EAM
DELICIOUS

An Ice Cream made from pure §
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention o f the
auto parties who go through
Strong.
Call on us your next
trip.

ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE DOES IT

E. DYER.

S TR O N G ,

M A IN E .

M A IN E

12

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , AUGUST

19, 1915.

Rev. M. S. Hutchins?, who is bav
ins a mouth,’g vacation
witih Mrs.
Hutchins and their two daughters is
passing the time at North New Port
We are glad
Miss Mabel Perry of Boston has land with, relatives.
been the guest of her friend, Mrs. t- report little Malvina, the youngest
Chester Fuller, at the home of the child, mucihj improved in health.
latter’s mother, Mrs. S. G. Haley.
H. H. Berry of Yarmouth was ac
Mr. Fuller has also been passing his companied by his wife and
two
vacation in town.
children, who were guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Davis and son, Paul Berry’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Dr. Alexander C. Hagerty, for seven years mayor of
returned heme Saturday night from blinds over Sunday.
Ellsworth, and Candidate for Republican Nomination for
a visit with- relatives in Dixfield.
Mrs. Ina Davenport, assistant oper
Governor of Maine in 1916, says among other things. 'T
Miss In a Badger, who is employed ator at the Farmers’ Telephone cen
favor some control of so-called mail-order shipments from
as stenographer in Portland is pass tral with her daughter,, Miss Roxie,
outside
the State, to protect the local dealers who pay
ing her vacation with her sister, is enjoying a vacation with flier fath
taxes,
rent
and clerks, who help make up the business
er,
Mr.
Frank
Chandler
at
his
camp
Mrs. J. L. Boston and other rela
section of the various towns and supply credit to their
at ganders.
tives.
neighbors when needed, and who are placed in competi
J.
Indice Harnden and family took Mrs. Louisa Wheeler and Miss Cora
an auto trip to Raugeley last week. were in Farmington a few days last
tion with those mail-order houses who sell only for cash
Lament Bean was the cheuffeur.
week.
and carry none of the tax burdens of the home dealer.”
Mrs. H. H. Vining had a small
Mrs. Eva Beedy of Strong has been
growth removed from her forehead in town this week visiting her daugh
Extracts from a speech in Congress by Mr. Kelley:
last week and we are glad to report ter, Mrs. Curtis Lawrence.
“
One
of the most dangerous methods of unfair competi
that she is recovering nicely.
Mrs,. Edward W est of Range-ley was
tion is the price cutting of standard, trade-marked goods,
Mis® Laura Libby is home
for in town for the day Monday cf this
which have in them the reputation o f the maker and his
vacation days from Waltham, Mass.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field, Master
purpose to make them products which will secure and re
Miss Kathleen Noble is visiting at
Richard Field, Mrs. J. W. Brackett,
tain the confidence of the buying public. I contend that
Bryant’s Pond after
finishing the
Miss Miriam Brackett, J. Scott Brack
the maintenance of the retail price is a necessary and
summer school at Farmington.
ett and Dr. W. J. Carter, took an
Mrs. Frank Badger of Ramgeley is
legitimate
business principal, that it means benefit to all
auto trip to Waterville Sunday. On
in town the guest o f relatives.
and works injury to none.”
their return they were accompanied
The Avon schools will- begin Mon
by R. H. Trecart'in, who returned to
“ Cutthioat competition never did and never will help
day,
August 30.
Waterville on the Monday morning
the
business o f the average dealer. I will admit that
We are sorry to report the serious
train.
illness
of
Rev.
B.
F.
Fickett
of
this
may
not hold good as regards the mail-order houses,
Miss Shirley Holt went to Dixfield,
A trained nurse is in at
and some department stores, because their interest seems
Saturday for a visit with her aunt, Bethel.
tendance.
Mrs. Fickett is also in
Mrs. A. D, Halit.
to lie in the direction of putting the little merchant out o f
very
poor
health.
Mr. Fickett was
Ray Daggett of Portland is visiting
business and taking his trade. I am not anxious to help
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Dag formerly pastor of the Methodist
them
do that. I take my stand on the side of the little
church in this town.
gett.
1 *
Judge
and
Mrs.
Currier
C.
Holman
corner
store against the great combinations that threaten
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Pease and
of
Farmington
returned
Saturday
to wipe it out of existence. I stand with Littlefellow &
two children of Newark, N. J., who
have been passing a vacation at from their wedding tour and will be
Co. against the soak-em-good mail-order houses. I con
their cottage at Ocean Park, arrived nicely settled in their apartments in
sider
the neighborhood store a necessity and I want it to
in town last week, accompanied by the Peoples’ National bank block by
have a fair chance.”
the
last
of
the
week.
Mrs. Amos Saulsbury and sen of
Mr; and Mrs. Charles Ishum, who
“ To remedy the injustices involved in the situation,
Brewer and are visiting the ladies’
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter. have been boarding with Mr. and
an act of congress is necessary, and such a measure,
several
They* came in the Pease automobile. Mrs, Frank Toothaker for
known as the Stevens bill, is pending in this Congress.
weeks left Phillips Saturday. They
Congress should make every effort to end this unfair
will visit Mrs. Conway for a few
competition and assure a square deal to every party con
weeks in Pennsylvania before return
ing to Hampton, Va.
Mr.
Ishum
cerned in a meachandising transaction.
improved in health very materially
doling his sojourn here and thinks
Maine air is a good tonic.
It was
hoped .by many that they would be
privileged to hear Mr. and
Mrs.
Ishum sing again at the morning
services at the church, but they left
some earlier than they planned. Mr.
George Conway, who had been here
for two weeks returned with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Millett of Hallowell are receiving congratulations
on the arrival o f a son, Friday morn
ing, August 13.
Both mother and
son are doing finely.
TJ|e name is
Herbert Bean Millett.
Mrs. Neville Wheeler of Farmington has been passing several weeks
iii Old Orchard, hut is now at home.
I
Mr. H. H. Rice and daughter, Miss
B u t t e r i c K P a t t e r n s in S to c K
Bertha of Boston will arrive this
week and join Mrs. Rice at their cot
tage in Salem for a few weeks.
The incorporat ien papers of the
North Franklin Creamery Associat
.“•fo. 2, Be al. B l o c K , P K i l l i p s , M e .
F arm ers’ T el,
ion, recently organized at Strong,
have been filed at the Registry cf
Deeds.
The new company has a
capital stock of $10,000 and the in
corporators are:
Menzcr A. Will,
Ralph L. Worthley, Linco’n
A.
Worthley, Ralph W. K now 1ton, Fred
Rates of interest on the
H. McLeary, F. H. Daggett, C. E.
best
grade of bonds and
Dyer, Diaih Sweet, C. V. Starbird,
notes are higher than they
Philip D. Stubbs, Charles M. Dickey,
L. T. Hunter, E . Toothaker, C. B.
have averaged for the past
■Gilman, J. E. Winslow, L. L. Par
ten years. This in turn
1 Package of
tridge, J. M. Lambert, H. W. Alton, m
enables this bank to pay
S. R. Conant, Henry Hunter, Moore
more
interest to its depos
Bros., Frank C. Worthley, L. A.
itors.
Kershner, C. F. Thompson, j . L.
| with every 50c purchase
Boston, L. S. Smith, F. E. Howard,
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
Rosece W. Steve-is, Charles W. Bell, jj
at
and until further notice,
Strong; C. H. Brackley, O. P.
4 per cent, interest will
Walker, E. M. Smith, A. A. Lake,
be
paid on Savings Depart
Hervey R. Welch, Freeman; W. W.
ment Accounts.
Mitchell, Fred Wells, R. .B Hutch
Phillips,
Me.
ins, Phillips; D. W. Toothaker, E.
i .
A. Peary, G. F. Beal, G. H. Hamlin,
S. S Grose, George M. Will, S. H.
Beal, C A. Wing, Avon; Edgar Wills,
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
Salem.
- ,V

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mi sis Miaibel Stambird of Boston is
the guest of Mins, D. F. Field tibia
week.
Miss Stairbird is passing a
portion of her vacation in Farttndmigton with Mists Ellzie Oldham.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Norton of Far
mington and party wiho have been
touring the White Mountains for a
week returned hom e Son day.
Mrs.
Julia Hinkley and son, Harry were in
the party.
Rev. and Mrs. O. W. Peterson of
Newcastle were in town Monday call
ing on friends and were guests of
Hon. and Mrs. N. P. Noble for tea.
Mr. Peterson was formerly pastor
of tihe Congregational church in Phil
lips and his friends were pleased to
see him.
He reports that he has
an ideal church- and parish, Newcas
tle and Damariseotta being combin
ed.
Mr. Peterson and family have
been visiting Mrs. Peterson’s rela
tives in Strong.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Hamden took
an auto trip to Hebron, Sunday, be
ing accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. R.
H. McMullen and Albert McMullen,
who called on tlheir brother, Ephraim
McMullen, who is at the sanitarium
for treatment.
Mr. McMullen
is
able to be up some and is gaining
slowly in strength and expects to be
allowed to take short walks very
soon.
Roy Leadbetter of Auburn joined
his wife in Phillips, Saturday, who
has been in Phillips for a week or
two at tithe home of hiis aunt, Mrs.
W. H. Austin.
He was accompan
ied by their twin sons.
Mr. Leadbetter is suffering quite severely with
pinkeye.
Misses Luette Timberlake, Annie
Timberlake and Emma Timberlake
are at Marsquamosy cottage, Rangeley, for an outing.

The Sedgeley Store

*

BULK PICKLES
Sour and Sweet. Mixed and Plain, at
TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

NEW STOCK OF CLOTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS

VIRGINIA TEMPLE

Oxfords and Pumps

The Greatest Value fo r the Money

$ 3 . 00 .

Get ready for Camp Meetings,
Reunions, Fairs, etc. The season
is now on. We carry for the
boys the celebrated WIDOW
JONES suits and odd pants.
In
men’s clothing we carry the Peavy
line o f suits. In both o f these
lines are shown the best o f values
and the latest models. Give us a
trial.

S. M. HOYT,

FREE

j Friday and
Saturday
!

! CORN FLAKES

i B

At The

4 Per Cent Interest

E

A

N

’ 6'

C lo th in g ' S to r e

fPhillips National Bank;;

D. F. H O Y T ,

T IR E D ,

N o . 5* B e a l B l o c k ,

P K illip s, M e.

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

A C H IN G !
MUSCLES
LI e v e d .

RE-

Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS

Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
Soft Drinks.
mean
Open
until 11 P. M.
L in ir

Hard work, over-exertion,
I stiff, sere muscles.
Sloan’s
jment lightly applied, a little quiet,
and your soreness disappears
like
N O TICE
magic.
‘‘Natl ing ever helped like
All communications addressed to New
ycur Sloan’s Liniment. I can never
thank you enough," writes one grate Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and
ful user.
Stops suffering, aches and careful attention.
FRANK F. GRAVES
i pains.
An excellent counter-irritant,
; better and cleaner than mustard. All
Get a bottle to-day.
G et Y o u r B u tter P ap e r Printed A t
j Druggists, 25<i.
: Penetrates without rubbing.
The M aine Woods.

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

